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Majority of AS jobs go unopposed 
by Mike Clune 
Eight candidates will win their AS 
election campaigns next Tuesday 
simply because they took the time 
to sign up. 
More than half the positions on 
the ballot, six executive board of­
fices and two junior senator spots, 
are unopposed. Only four execu­
tive board posts and four senators 
jobs will actually be voted on. 
Elections are next Monday and 
Tuesday from 10:30am to6:30pm 
in front of the UC. Runoffs for the 
senator positions will be held next 
Thursday, same time and place. 
Many people are questioning why 
on a campus of 3600 undergrads 
only this handful applied. 
The unopposed positions include 
secretary of finance which controls 
student AS fees of more than 
$300,000. Also left unopposed are 
candidates for secretaries of athlet­
ics, communications, justice, stu­
dent organizations, and student 
services. 
There are no more than two people 
running for each position in the 
other races. 
A1 Ingallinera, AS elections chair­
man and an unopposed candidate 
for junior senator, feels that stu­
dents' apathy and time concerns are 
to blame for the lack of candidates. 
"People don' t care about AS. They 
only care about AS if something 
goes wrong," Ingallinera said. 
Ingallinera also attributes the low 
interest to students' concerns about 
their grades and social lives. 
"I think people are afraid to make 
the time commitment. People real­
ize that AS is a big commitment," 
said Ingallinera. 
Some concern has been raised 
about the quality of the students 
who will walk in to their positions. 
"They do have experience. The 
people walking in to positions are 
qualified," Ingallinera said. 
"Barbara Roder [sole candidate 
for secretary of student organiza­
tions] has worked in ICC as treas­
urer. She knows what's going on." 
"David Euhus [finance candidate] 
has talked to Donielle [Gerard, 
current secretary of finance], has 
worked with Donielle, and he knows 
the finance end." 
Jennifer Castle, candidate for 
communications, has been assis­
tant secretary of communications 
this year and the only candidate for 
secretary of student services, Sherry 
Harrison, has worked for student 
services as well. 
Continued on page 3 
Students risk criminal 
charges with fake IDs 
by Bridget Conway 
and Dawn DeBisschop 
She stands in line at a local bar 
on a warm San Diego night. Be­
tween her fingers she clutches that 
piece of paper which could be her 
passport to an evening out with her 
friends, or her ticket to the slam­
mer. Her palms are sweaty as the 
bouncereyes the picture. Shesmiles 
sweetly and before you know it, he 
is stamping her hand and grabbing 
her $2.00 cover charge. Her new 
fake ID works! 
According to a random survey of 
on-campus USD students taken by 
the Vista, 16 out of 50 students 
admitted to owning a fake ID. Of 
the 34 who did not own fake ID's, 
28 would get one if they could, and 
two were already in the process. 
Most of these students claim to 
have gotten their ID's from friends. 
When asked where these students 
used their ID's, many mentioned 
liquor stores and local bars. 
Dos Amigos, a popular bar for 
USD students this semester, plans 
to increase efforts to detect minors 
with fake ID's. 
When asked how management 
handled the fake ID situation, they 
said they checked all ID's at the 
door. Because of $.25 beers on 
Tuesdays and $1 well drinks on 
Wednesdays, they see a lot of uni­
versity students. 
Bartender Rory Jefferson said, 
"Tuesday and Wednesday nights 
Continued on page 10 
Delts beat the heat 
The Delta Tau Delta colony made a profit of $30 selling Chipwich's 




by Stacey Stanfield 
The firstfemale law school dean 
in the history of USD has just 
been selected. 
Kristine Strachan, who has just 
been appointed to the position, 
will be one of only 11 women 
nationally who hold this post at 
schools accredited by the Ameri­
can Bar Association. 175 schools 
possess this accreditation. 
According toPresidentHughes, 
the fact that S trachan is a woman 
was a not a determinant in her 
being chosen. Her being selected 
"reflects the changing composi­
tion of the profession, as more 
and more women are entering 
law, both in practice and the 
judiciary." Strachan's role as 
dean will be "a normal part of 
theevolutionofthisprofession," 
Hughes believes. 
A University of Utah Law pro­
fessor, Strachan is a supporter of 
curriculum reform in law schools 
and is active in the Association 
of American Law Schools, which 
works towards this goal. Stra 
chan has drafted laws in Utah, 
has written several works, and is 
a founder of Woman Lawyers of 
Utah. 
Strachan's selection is the cul­
mination of a year-long search 
that has been conducted by a 
committee consisting of 14 
members, including representa 
Continued on page 3 
Brown, Heckman face off for AS president 
Mike Brown 
by Kent Sligh 
The Presidential and Vice-Presidential 
debates Tuesday gave students their first 
opportunity to hear from the candidates for 
the AS' highest positions. 
Although Sigma Chi's frog race drew a 
much better crowd, about a hundred students 
remained to listen to the candidates grapple 
with issues like parking on campus, mid­
term grades, and attendance at programing 
events. 
The debating began when mediator A1 
Ingallinera asked Presidential hopeful Mike 
Brown about how he would work with the 
Program Board. 
Brown said that next year's Program Board 
would "not have a lot of experience" and the 
president and vice-president "must work hand 
in hand... toprovidea strong program board." 
"We must improve on attendance at USD 
events." 
Brown's opponent, Rob Heckman, re­
sponded by expressing his confidence in the 
young Program Board, and downplaying the 
attendance issue. "Compared to other cam­
puses, we're doing very well," Heckman 
said. 
The two potential presidents were also asked 
about the ever-present parking problem and 
how they would communicate with students. 
The Vice-Presidential debating started when 
Ingallinera asked candidates Brian Wink and 
Dennis Rosvall about the Program Board's 
strengths and weaknesses, their plans for 
dealing with students, and their ideas about 
a large concert here on campus. 
The debates as a whole lasted less than an 
hour. 
The positions of AS President and Vice-
President will be voted on April 17 and 18 
along with the elections for all other AS jobs. 
Rob Heckman 
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Our environment: Are we killing it and ourselves at the same time? 
by Theresa Delia 
Pesticides are herbicides are killers. They 
kill insects and plants that are harmful to 
agriculture and they help farmers produce a 
bountiful harvest. However, these chemicals 
are harmful to humans. 
Americans have used pesticides and herbi­
cides for decades. In the late 19th and early 
20th centuries, arsenic compounds were used 
on fields. In the 1940's the infamous DDT 
was introduced. 
By 1972, according to Dr. Mitchell Ma-
lachowski of the Chemistry department, 
about 400 chemicals were being used as 
pesticides. 
Chemicals are used on crops for several 
reasons, Malachowski said. They optimize 
the farmers' crops. The more crops there are, 
the lower the price is for the consumer as 
well as a greater selection, and a longer shelf 
life. 
Even with all of the chemicals used, 30 
percent of all crops are lost to crop damage. 
This costs farmers a lot of money. 
When the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) was set up in 1972, they set a ceiling 
on chemicals used. Many of the 400 chemi­
cals that were in use before the EPA was set 
up were not tested. 
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
was given the task to check the chemicals 
used by the EPA. To this day, Malachowski 
said, only half have been tested by the FDA. 
Dr. Malachowski explained that many of 
the chemicals are carcinogenic, or cancer 
causing and might be harmful to humans. 
Alar, or its by-product, is one such cancer 
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causing agent. Alar, used on such things as 
apples, is a growth moderator that enhances 
the amount of fruit from each tree. It was 
used on 30-40 percent of all apples until the 
EPA banned its use. It is now only used on 5 
percent and by 1990 Alar will be banned 
completely. 
Another problem arises when these cancer 
causing agents run off into water supplies. 
Streams and lakes and eventually oceans are 
contaminated with these chemicals. 
"There is a real concern," Malachowski 
said. "We've got to be vigilant but we also 
have to be realistic." It is not very easy to 
grow an abundant harvest without chemi­
cals. 
About 50 percent of our fruits and vege­
tables are imported from other countries 
where laws on pesticides are not as stringent. 
Chemicals that are banned here are used 
elsewhere and find their way back. 
Dr. Marilyn Madison of the political sci­
ence department explains that companies 
whose chemicals do not meet FDA stan­
dards are forced to "dump" their chemicals. 
They "dump" them by selling them to third 
world countries. These countries, Madison 
said, do not have the clout to ban US goods 
so they are "duped into using them (the 
chemicals) by international agents." 
The produce imported into the US that does 
not meet FDA standards is not bought and is 
shipped back. 
If third world countries do not use the 
unapproved chemicals, they will not be able 
to compete with more industrialized coun­
tries. For many countries, however, their 
economy depends on produce sales to the 
US. 
Third world countries must deal with "non 
tariff barriers." Dr. Madison said this is 
"legislation a country uses or can use in order 
to limit or restrict imports of goods or serv­
ices in a country." 
The non tariff barrier is designed to protect 
the publics' well-being but gives the third 
world an unintended "on-two" punch. 
Third world do not have a choice Madison 
feels; they must meet FDA standards or 
become shut out of the market. "We want 
nice looking safe food. We also want a safe, 
chemical free en vironment," Dr. Malachow­
ski said, but "we may have already gotten to 
the brink of environmental disaster. 
We must solve this political, economical 
and environmental disaster before it is too 
late." 
461 wasn't rubbing 
it in—I jUst wanted 
Eddie to know 
the score of 
last night's game." 
i 
Go ahead and gloat. You can 
rub it in all the way to Chicago 
with AT&T Long Distance Service. 
Besides, your best friend Eddie 
was the one who said your team 
could never win three straight. 
So give him a call. It costs a 
lot less than you think to let him 
know who's headed for the Playoffs. 
Reach out and touch someone? 
If youd like to know more about 
AT&T products and services, like 
International Calling and the Al&T 
Card, call us at 1 800 222-0300. 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
Alex Sum • University of Washington • Class of 1990 
Orientation board plans 
to meet overlooked needs 
April 13,1989-VISTA-3 
by Laura Evans 
USD's Orientation, which has been con­
sidered successful, will acquire something 
new this fall, according to Tom Cosgrove, 
Associate Dean of Students. 
The aim of the orientation, Cosgrove says, 
is to provide freshmen and transfer students 
with an opportunity to feel at home, get 
connected to a small group, obtain informa­
tion on registration and get information on 
using the facilities on campus. 
"I think we have done a good job of meeting 
students' needs," said Cosgrove, who feels 
that no major changes need to be made. "We 
do, however, need to make a more well 
rounded presentation of USD and the San 
Diego area." 
Something about orientation which is most 
frequently criticized is that which Cosgrove 
defines as "a splash and then a gap". New 
students come to USD for orientation where 
they receive a schedule of events and meet­
ings and the guidance of their team leaders 
for the first few days. Then once school 
starts, these new students are on their own. 
Because of this "gap", follow-up meetings 
will be a new addition to orientation begin­
ning this fall. Team leaders and their spe­
cific groups will meet four times throughout 
the semester. 
The follow-up meetings will provide stu­
dents with a chance to ask questions that 
come up throughout the semester as they are 
constandy being faced with new experiences. 
Each of the four follow-up meetings will 
have a different focus, the first one being 
how to get involved at USD, and becoming 
more familiar with the San Diego area. This 
meeting will also provide information on 
particular student services which are offered 
at USD such as the Writing Center, Career 
"the preceptors feel like no one 
pays attention when there are fun 
events going on later that day." 
Counseling and the Math Center. 
The second meeting's topic will be time 
management and study skills, concentrating 
on balancing a social and academic life. 
The third follow-up will be an open forum 
where students will give feedback on their 
thoughts about USD, and they will discuss 
whether or not the University has met his or 
her needs. 
The final meeting which will meet at the 
end of the semester, will cover preregistra-
tion and scheduling. Topics to be discussed 
include deciding on a major, as well as 
finding professors who would most suit 
studnets' needs. 
Indicative of some feedback from Orienta­
tion programs in the past, Kathy Bruzzese, 
the 1989 Orientation Chairperson, has found 
that "the preceptors feel like no one pays 
attention when there are fun events going on 
later that day." 
Those in charge of organizing Orientation 
are still deciding on how they can in vol ve the 
preceptors into those events. According to 
Cosgrove, there will have to be some reposi­
tioning of events due to this lack of attention, 
and perhaps more of an emphasis placed on 
the academics. "However," Cosgrove said, 
"we are certainly not taking the fun out of it." 
Cosgrove stated that USD will continue its 
efforts to make students feel comfortable, 
welcome, and a part of the USD and San 
Diego community. "We want to be there for 
students through their transition from high 
school to college. The follow-up meetings 
will act as an ongoing support group." 
Tickets on sale 
at the UC Box Office 
$18.00 per person 
VV': 
Friday, April 21, 1989 
at the Hyatt Islandia 
6:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. 
Semi-Formal 
• 
. * > 
Last day to buy tickets is 
Wednesday, April 19th.. 
Join the Celebration ! 
First woman law dean named-
Continued from page 1 
fives of the judiciary and law school fac­
ulty, students, and alumni. President 
Hughes made the final decision regarding 
the appointment. 
Hughes chose Strachan because "she has 
a very strong background as a law teacher, 
she has taught for a number of years, and 
has directed a variety of different proj­
ects." He also liked Strachan's awareness 
of "the role of dean as it relates to the 
alumni and work with the broader legal 
community." 
Another qualification Strachan possesses 
is her desire "to work with the law students 
and faculty to create a sense of community 
on the law school," according to Hughes, 
"which is part of what we try to do here at 
USD." Strachan realizes that there is an 
aspect to the study of law which is "dehu­
manizing, and she hopes to overcome that 
through building a strong community," 
says Hughes. 
The search for any type of dean at USD is 
a long and involved process. In the appli­
cation stage, both those that are invited to 
apply and those who respond to advertise­
ments published through a national net­
work (in this case, that running through 
law schools) express their interest in the 
position. "We received well over a hundred 
applications" for the law school post, states 
Hughes. Those that best met the qualifica­
tions were singled out, and the number of 
prospects was narrowed down to sixty-
five. 
Each of the remaining applicants then 
came to USD to be interviewed by the 
committee and President Hughes. The 
applicants were narrowed to three: Stra­
chan, Acting Dean Grant Morris, and Uni­
versity of Washington law professor 
Robert Aronson. A vote, followed by a 
recommendation to Hughes of the best 
candidate, was conducted among both 
law school faculty and the search com­
mittee. From this, Hughes made his deci­
sion, and chose Strachan. 
Hughes states that it is important for the 
faculty to agree with the selection, since 
the dean also has a role as a tenured 
professor. Hughes also has to feel com­
fortable with the decision, since the dean 
works with him as well as with the fac­
ulty. 
During the selection process, Hughes 
had to ask himself, "Is this a person with 
whom I can work?" In the case of Stra­
chan, he was able to answer this question 
affirmatively. He sees himself having a 
good working relationship with Strachan, 
particularly due to her straightforward 
nature. "She is very forthright," says 
Hughes. "She lays her cards on the table 
and tells it like it is, and I respect that." 
Regarding the futureof USD's law school 
and how it will be affected by Strachan's 
contributions, Hughes is not certain of 
any major outcomes. He thinks it is the re­
sponsibility of Strachan and the faculty to 
work together and decide "what is the 
future of the law school?" 
AS positions go unopposed-
Continued from page 1 
"We're getting good people, but we don't 
know if they're the best because there's no 
competition. How do you know?" asked 
Ingallinera. 
"You don't need experience to be in AS. 
Anybody can do one of these jobs if they 
have the motivation," added Ingallinera. 
President, vice president, social chair, sec­
retary of academics, and senior and sopho­
more senators are the offices that will be 
decided next week. 
Mike Brown, currently secretary of justice, 
is running for president against Rob Heck-
man, this year's Lark director. 
Director of Special Events Dennis Rosvall 
and Junior Senator Brian Wink are compet­
ing for the vice president position. 
The office of social chair will go to either 
C.J. Jackson or Jerry Morris. 
Secretary of Academics candidates are 
Carrie Krueger and Chris Maloney. 
Wendy Carlson, Peter McDougall, and 
Mary Smigielski are running for the senior 
senator positions. 
Candidates for sophomore senator are 
Charlie Bush, Nathan Hingeley, Missy Small, 
and Anne Yoakam. 
There are two senators elected for each 
class. 
The other unopposed candidates are Char­
lie Gallas for secretary of athletics, Paul 
McHale for secretary of justice, and Jody 
Morgan for junior senator. 
Write-in candidates can still sign up until 
tomorrow but Ingallinera does not expect 
write-in candidates to sign up because it is 
very difficult to win a write-in campaign. 
IMAGES IN ADVERTISING 
Many companies use photographs of women 
to sell their products. Are there any common 
images which occur? Does this affect the 
way men understand women? Do you know 
any women who are like those in advertising? 
W M f W K A M .  
our itfilrfie* 
Bring your lunch and ideas... 
Thursday, April 20 
Noon 
UC220 
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LETTERS TO THE VISTA 
Apathy U. 
Can you believe so many people 
are running for AS positions? What 
a waste of time. 23 people want 
jobs in the Associated Students -
15 of them are actually spending 
time and money to win elections. 
What pinheads. As P.T. Barnum 
said, "There's one born every 
minute" or something like that. 
There are always suckers who are 
willing to do more than they abso­
lutely have to so the rest of us can 
just slide by. 
Why should I waste my time doing 
something outside of my 
schoolwork"(I am carrying fifteen 
units!) when I don't really have to? 
The AS is really on the wrong 
track with all this programing crap. 
1 don't even go to most of the 
events, because I hate sports. 
AS stands for Associated Students 
- they are supposed to represent us. 
If they really wanted to reflect our 
interests they would be out 
on the beach getting tan. 
They wouldn't be wast­
ing time with unimportant 
issues like mid-term 
grades, parking problems 
or extending library hours. 
They wouldn't bother 
dealing with faculty or the 
administration - as long as 
I keep my 2.5 average so 
Daddy will be happy, I 
couldn't care less about 
school. I just want to get 
my education and gradu­
ate with as little work as 
possible. 
What bothers me most about the 
AS is that they never try and find 
out what I think about things. I'm 
a student - doesn' t my opinion count 
for anything? I live right here on 
campus, and if they wanted know 
what I think about stuff, they could 
' - U S D  P o l i t i c a l  C a r t o o n -
S o r r y ,  w e  o n l y  h a d  o n e  
c a r t o o n i s t  a p p l y  f o r  t h e  
j o b ,  a n d  h e  d i d n ' t  f e e l  
l i k e  d r a w i n g  t h i s  w e e k .  
COMMENTARY 
How about some rent control at USD? 
by G .  Jon Lovette 
During this last Easter break most 
students left on vacation. But, there 
was the student population, for 
some reason or another, who didn't 
go anywhere. These individuals 
who pay between S450-S550 a 
month for on campus housing were 
faced with a surprising fact: they 
had to pay an additional $45 to stay 
on campus during the entire break, 
or $15 for every night they stayed.* 
This news caused adrenaline to 
flow in many people who were 
staying on campus over the break. 
Alcala Vistas residents were espe­
cially upset. "They (housing) get 
about $1800 per room per month 
and they want us to pay extra to 
stay here, that's ridiculous!" The 
housing staff explains this Easter 
break fee by stating that they base 
the semester housing fee on the 12-
13 weeks that the students will be 
residing in the apartments. That is, 
they don't include the breaks. If 
that is the case then students are 
actually paying between $600-$730 
a month. That is as awful high price 
for one person to pay for part of a 
room. 
These rates are even worse when 
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comparing them with the two other 
prominent schools in San Diego. 
Both UCSD and SDSU students 
pay around $340 a month for their 
housing and SDSU doesn't charge 
students to stay over breaks. Are 
the landscape maintenance and 
utility bills so large at USD that the 
student is stuck with high housing 
bills? We have a right to have these 
exorbitant fees explained and justi­
fied. Is this the price we have to pay 
for being a private institution? If it 
is, it's a lofty price. 
You as a student have a right to 
know why these prices arc so high. 
Let the housing office know how 
you feels about these prices. Per­
haps Richard Hagan, Director of 
Housing, can give us an answer. 
Things don't have to remain static 
forever. If these seemingly inap­
propriate fees are not justified then 
we, the student body, should try to 
change them. 
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ask. 
I think the we should be able to 
choose if we want to pay our AS 
dues or not. That way people who 
are interested in the AS could pay 
and those of us who aren't could 
just use our forty dollars to go have 
a party on the beach or something. 
Dear Editor: 
I found the ar­
ticle by "Cathy 
O. Lick" to be 
one of the MOST 
offensive and in­
sulting articles I 
have ever read in 
the Vista (and 
there's been a lot 
of competition 
over the years). I 
started to write down all the sen­
tences that were offensive. After I 
wrote down the first five sentences, 
I decided I was wasting my time. 
My next approach was trying to 
write down how the article was of­
fensive. What I came up with are 
the following adjectives: degrad­
ing, demeaning, insulting, rude, 
thoughtless, and racist. I really do 
not know how to make you under­
stand the depth of the author's lack 
of understanding of humor and wit. 
If the staff at the VISTA cannot 
perceive why this article would be 
so offensive, I'm afraid its beyond 
me to even try and explain. It's so 
fundamentally against what I 
thought basic human decency 
would keep anyone from printing. 
My position has nothing to do with 
being Catholic. I'm not. 
As long as I've gone this far, I 
would also like to express a con­
cern about the "Security Beat" 
series that the VISTA has been 
printing this year. I'm the first to 
admit that I have found a number of 
these articles very humorous. But, 
let's look at the larger issue. These 
articles are part of a vicious circle 
that is at the very heart of the secu­
rity issue on this campus. If people 
regularly assaulted you and your 
job, would you have any incentive 
to go out of your way to help them? 
Even students who have no real 
contact with the security officers 
think that they are a laughing stock 
simply based upon what they read. 
I'm not trying to say that security is 
perfect, but USD is likely to see 





stops its smear 
campaign. 
I would love to 
see the creative 
and talented 
humor writers at 
the VISTA put 
their talents to 
use in writing 
more worthy 
and responsible 
articles. Lack of 
responsibility and good judgement 
has been the root of almost every 
problem the VISTA has had since 
I came to USD four years ago. Will 
the VISTA ever learn? I want to be 
proud when I say that I wrote for 
the VISTA for over two years; but 
lately, I'm ashamed. 
Colette Clark 
Dear Editor. 
We have been known to have a 
good sense of humor and find 
humor in a wide variety of issues 
and anecdotes. After all— we 
mustn't take ourselves too seri­
ously. However, there seems (we 
hope) that there is a fine line be­
tween that which is humerous and 
that which is offensive. 
Your article by Cathy O' Lick 
who facetiously make reference to 
being "as sensitive to the minority 
plight as the next honky" vis a vis 
having watched Sanford and Son. 
(Sic) 
In addition, the reference to hav­
ing poor rhythm, etc. is equally 
distasteful if not overused. 
As if the fine line was not com­
pletely cleared you certainly out­
did yourself with your slant-eyed 
rendition of Sam Attisha. This is 
ironic that this article is concurrent 
with the article referring to a recent 
speech by President Hughes speak­
ing for the speaking to the need for 
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MEDIAWATCH 
Cathy, Cathy, what have thou wrought.? 
The large amount of input the Vista staff 
has received, both verbal and written, on 
the Cathy O' Lick article has been mind 
boggling on a campus reknowned for its 
apathy. Because of the questions raised in 
several of the negative letters we received, 
I felt it necessary to clarify Cathy to the 
Vista readers. 
The piece was characterized by one angry 
writer as "degrading, demeaning, insult­
ing, rude, thoughtless and racist." But to 
whom do these adjectives apply? Was it 
demeaning to the targets of Cathy's White 
Bread Babble? I.E. blacks, the handi­
capped, etc. If you think we were offend­
ing minorities, you missed the point. The 
piece was written from the point of view 
of an insensitive, selfish, little rich white 
girl. The parallel must have been effec­
tive, because a lot of people got the point, 
even though Cathy never claimed any 
direct connection to USD. 
The piece was a caricature. 
Caricature: (def. Webster's New World 
dictionary). 1. A picture or imitation of a 
person, literary style, etc. in which certain 
features or mannerisms are exaggerated 
for satirical effect. (The italics are mine.) 
The ones who should have been of­
fended by Cathy O' Lick are not the 
minorities who were mentioned by Cathy, 
but the women on this campus that re­
semble her. 
The Cathy O' 
Lick Schtick 
by Brian Costlow 
Opinion Editor 
Yet only one letter we received said, "I 
am a white, Catholic, wealthy female from 
this campus and I was offended by being 
stereotyped as Cathy O' Lick." Most said: 
"I am a white wealthy Catholic female 
from this campus, and I found the article 
offensive to minorities." Huh? 
Either they weren't smart enough to 
realize that they were the target (doubt­
ful)—or it hit a little too close to home 
(probably). 
Having come to USD as an older return­
ing student, I had a unique opportunity to 
attend classes with people younger than 
myself, and function as an outside ob­
server. 
The sad fact of the matter is that once you 
remove the exaggeration, the Cathy O' 
Lick stereotype fits a little too well. The 
majority of students( men and women) 
that I met, were more concerned with how 
they looked for class than how well they 
prepared for it. 
While Sanford and Son is probably a 
little dated for most of them, Cosby and A 
Different World, unfortunately, define 
their perception of the black experience. 
Well, they know that not every minority is 
as well off as the Huxtables; they saw that 
"crack" special on 48 Hours. 
It offends me that people on a campus of 
higher education could think like this, but 
they do. 
One non-white, non-Catholic friend of 
mine commented that she thought the 
article was "hilarious", and was glad that 
we had "stuck it to" the the same people 
that had been treating her like a second 
class citizen for four years. Incidentally, 
we didn't receive any letters that said, "I 
am a minority and I was offended by 
Cathy O' Lick." 
Humor, in its simplest form, makes us 
laugh. Humor, especially sarcastic and 
satirical humor, can make the targets feel 
hurt and angry, but usually because they 
are in the wrong and they know it. If the 
targets can view the satire objectively, 
then humor can bean effective catalyst for 
change. 
If we offended your sensibilities, it was 
unintended. If we made fun of the way 
you think, take a long hard look in the 
mirror. Cathy may be looking back. 
F R E E D 0 M and 
the Soviet Bloc 
The Global View 
by Jonathan Canedo 
Recent photos in the LA Times say more 
about the real state of affairs in Eastern 
Europe than any of the pronouncements by 
Gorbachev or Honecker. For those of you do 
not know who Honecker is, he is the dictato­
rial ruler of East Germany. 
The two pictures tell much of the state of re­
forms and freedom beyond the iron curtain. 
The first picture shows two young men risk­
ing their lives by vaulting a barrier at a bor­
der crossing in East Berlin in an attempt to 
make their way to the west. The second pic­
ture is of an East German border guard firing 
his pistol at the youths. Unfortunately, the 
two youths were unsuccessful and were both 
arrested. 
While the west cheers on the changes oc­
curring in the Soviet Union, and recently in 
Poland as well, it is well to also take notice of 
the repressive policies that still occur in the 
Soviet Empire. 
Americans are impressed with Gorbachev 
recently allowing more Jews to emigrate. 
We ignore the fact that thousands upon thou­
sands of people who wish to emigrate are 
harassed by their government. The Soviets 
have freed many of the political prisoners 
they hold for the crime of risking to think, but 
they have not moved to dismantle the system 
that first imprisoned those people. 
And now we see the East German lackeys 
of the Soviets shooting at two young men 
whose only crime is the desire to flee their 
repressive system. 
While the Soviets, and to a lesser extent 
their East European satellites, have made 
some promising moves towards more open 
and free societies, we can not afford to forget 
the repressive policies still in effect or the 
people who suffer because of them. Fortu­
nately, actions like those of the East German 
border guard will make it hard for us to forget 
what those systems are really like. 
It makes pif' 
" sense ccntr 
by Jonathan Canedo 
I recently completed all of my tax forms. 
That's right-plural. Not only did I get to file 
with the federal government and the state of 
Maryland, where I'm from, but also with the 
state of California. And it's the California 
form that seems to me to be pretty stupid. 
This is one of those instances where the 
government bureaucracy seems to be totally 
absurd. 
Under California tax laws, I have to send 
them a check for eleven cents. That's right 
eleven cents! Then I have to spend fort-five 
cents just to mail the form and the check to 
the government. And after some bureaucrat 
receives my huge payment to the coffers of 
the state, California will spend a few dollars, 
five maybe?, to process my form. 
God, my eleven cents must be important! 
Perhaps my few pennys is the crucial fund­
ing needed to finish some important project. 
The money must be important, after all, they 
I have to mail them a check 
for eleven cents! That's right 
eleven cents! 
are spending quite a bit of money to get my 
eleven cents. 
California also says that if they owe anyone 
less than a dollar, they do not have to pay 
them back. But they have to have my check 
, no matter how small or ludicrous the amount. 
Otherwise they might fine me. 
I can just see it now: convicted of tax 
evasion. "But judge, it was only eleven 
cents!!!!!!!" "Doesn' t matter, you know that 
your refusal to send in that check has pre­
vented some state worker from wasting five 
dollars of the state's money to process your 
check." 
Well, I'm off to mail my check in now like 
any good tax-paying individual. Still, I just 
can't fathom the entire stupidity of this inci­
dent. I just hope that whoever receives my 
check handles it carefully. In this age of defi­
cits, I would hate to have my check lost. Just 
imagine, my check could lead to the collapse 
of California's budget if it doesn't make it to 
the state treasury. It may be only eleven 
cents, but if California is willing to go through 
all this effort and expenditures, it must really 
be important 
Miscellaneous File 
Random notes from 
USD and the world. 
Item! •••••••••••••• 
(I always wanted to start out a column by doing that just like 
John McGloughlin does.) 
The latest as we go to press on the Exxon Valdez fiasco is 
that the current cleanup effort by Exxon is too little too late. 
At this point less than half of the oil is out of the water. The 
government won't intervene because they don't want to pay. 
Exxon's miniscule effort has been pathetic, and the oil 
currently has flooded 3000 square miles of ocean and several 
hundred miles of coastline. 
The losers are the Alaskan economy and environment It's 
time for the government to step in and take control of the 
cleanup, and sue Exxon for the damages if necessary. Enough 
is enough, it's time to hold these guys responsible. 
"...oil has covered 3000 
square miles of ocean and 
severa hundred miles of 
coastline ..enough is enough! 
Tin soldiers and Gorby comin 
We're finally ready to fight 
This spring I heard the drummin 
sixteen dead in Georgia tonight" 
—Neil Youngonovich 
The recent uprisings in Soviet Georgia show that all is not 
well in Soviet Georgia. More darkly, they show that the 
Soviet Union is still ready to use deadly force in the submis­
sion of organized protest. Perestroika and Glasnost do not, 
apparently extend to the freedom to assemble. Before we get 
too high on our horses, though, it might be time to remember 
a place called Kent State. 
Ode to the apathetic victor! 
In an effort to better accomodate the needs of USD's 
I smell the kind of rat that 
usually crawls out when 
Congress says tax reform... 
students the AS has announced that the majority of positions 
in the AS will be unopposed in this year's elections. This will 
require only one student to get out and vote in each of those 
positions. (Related article pg. 4). 
Constitutional Sleight of Hand 
The USD AS Constitution revisions are out, and I smell the 
kind of rat that usually crawls out when you hear Congress 
say "Tax Reform". The changes basically legitimize the 
current system without any real reform. Will we get it? I 
doubt it; at Apathy U., no one seems to care how their S40 is 
spent. This leaves it up to the next AS government to provide 
real reform. Right If you believe that, Sam Attisha likes 
seeing himself in the Off Beat page every week, by Brian 
Costlow, Vista Opinion Editor. 
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A special offer for students, 
only for American Express Cardmembers. 
If you want to go places, it's time for the American 
Express® Card. 
Because now you can take advantage of new travel 
privileges on Northwest Airlines only for full-time 
students who carry the American Express Card. 
Travel privileges that offer: 
Two $99 roundtrip tickets—fly to many of 
NORTHWEST the more than 180 cities served by North-
AIRLINES west in the contiguous 48 United States. 
LOOK TO us Only one ticket may be used per six-
month period. 
Special Quarterly Northwest Destination Discounts 
throughout1989-up to 25% off most available fares. 
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS® 
free travel program—where only 20,000 miles gets 
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies 
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada—upon 
enrollment through this special student offer. 
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional 
benefits and personal service you would expect from 
American Express. 
The only requirements for privileged travel: you 
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time stu­
dent, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines 
tickets with the Card* 
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now 
you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX. 
We'll take your application and begin to process it 
right away. What's more, with our Automatic 
Approval offers, 
you can qualify now 
while you're still in 
school. 
Apply now Fly later 
—for less. 
Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX 
*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be 
Emade after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date and may not be available between pctato-i c'ties t0 w^'c^ Northwest does not have direct connections or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). jgjjvlcES Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the 
An American Express company mail. © 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc. 
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Military awareness week 
remembers POW/MIA's 
by Theresa Delia 
The over two thousand Vietnam veterans 
still missing in South East Asia will not be 
forgotten on this campus due to the efforts of 
the Angel Flight/Silver Wings Society. This 
organization along with the Air Force ROTC 
Arnold Air Society sponsored a POW-MIA 
awareness week, April 9-13. 
Throughout the week, a table was set up in 
front of the UC with literature on the POWs 
and MIAs unaccounted for. Bracelets were 
also sold with the names of the veterans from 
California. 
Katherine Costello, the operations/public 
affairs officer and commander elect, said 
that T-shirts and car windshield sun block­
ers were also sold. 
The money earned will go to the National 
League of Families of American Prisoners 
and Missing in Southeast Asia. The league is 
a lobbying organization based in Washing­
ton DC under the Veterans' Administration 
says Costello. 
Petitions to be sent to the Hanoi govern­
ment for release of the remains of the miss­
ing veterans were present at the table. Cos­
tello feels that these petitions might compel 
the Hanoi government to release the re­
mains. The petitions can be signed by any­
one. 
On Thursday the 13th, the week will con­
clude with a ceremony at San Diego State 
University. Balloons representing the miss­
ing veterans from California will be released 
into the air. 
Colonel Pollard, a former POW, will speak 
at the ceremony. Other prominent citizens 
attending will be Senator Pete Wilson, and 
Assemblymen Pete Chacon and S usan Gold-
ing. 
Costello feels this biannual event is "really 
successful." She is glad to "see some action 
being taken" on behalf of our American 
veterans. 
w®Drte5ofiiD ©era ft Bo© 
You're invited to attend a workshop 
on Friday, April 21 st from 9am to 1 pm. 
To sign up, contact Kandy Mink, 
UC Student Organizations Office, 
X4590. 
Campus news in brief 
Outdoor Adventures seeks new guides 
Outdoor Adventures is seeking new Outing guides for the 1989 Fall semester. Anyone 
can participate in this volunteer program which offers both the experienced and 
inexperienced outdoor enthusiast a chance to develop skills in leadership, organization, 
group dynamics, outdoor activities and first aid. An informational meeting will be held 
Thursday, April 13 at 5:30 pm in Rm. 220 in the UC. An Outing guide BBQ will take 
place Friday, April 14. For more information, contact Outdoor Adventures in the UC 
or call 260-4709. 
Spring means dance and romance 
The AS will host the 1989 Spring Ball on April 29 at the Hanalei Hotel in Hotel Circle. 
The theme of the evening will be "Exotic Nights." Music will be provided by Limbo 
Slam, a local San Diego band, as well as a DJ. The individual bid price will be $10.00. 
Sun brings health watch 
With the start of hot weather, the outdoors is attractive. But additional outdoor time 
means exposure to the sun. Sun block helps the skin, but what about the eyes? The 
ultraviolet radiation that causes skin cancer was demonstrated in a recent study to also 
cause an infrequent but severe cataract. Sunglasses with a UV inhibitor are recom­
mended to prevent the harmful rays. 
Senior to give recital 
Erin Hurley, Soprano, will be performing a Senior Music Recital on Friday, April 21, 
1989 at 12:15 pm in Sacred Heart Hall. 
Attention all winners 
Volunteer Resources is sponsoring a Community Service Contest between housing 
areas. Between April 14-30, the housing area with the largest percentage of participants 
involved with community service projects will win prizes ranging from a pizza party to 
movie passes. The opportunities are numerous. Sign ups are in the Volunteer Resources 
office. For more information, stop by the office or call X4798. 
USD students provide tutoring 
Over 200 students have been tutors in the Southeast San Diego Tutorial Program since 
its beginning in 1986. The students teach english, reading, vocabulary and sometimes 
math. An organization meeting to plan for signing up for Fall semester 1989 will be held 
today at 11:15 in Serra 312. All interested are invited to attend. 
Spanish club postpones raffle 
The S panish club raffle for free dinners will be at 12:00 in front of the UC on Thursday, 
April 20. Spanish club meetings are held every Tuesday at noon in Founders 124. 
Amateur night to feature student talent 
by Dawn DeBisschop 
On Thursday, April 27, in the Grill, the AS 
and RPM will host the second annual USD 
Amateur Night. 
Showcase director Lisa Dozie explains that 
this year's show will be more diverse than 
the competition held last year. "We'd like 
anyone with any type of act to participate. If 
you can sing, dance or play an instrument, 
you are more than welcome to join." 
The different categories of competition will 
be based on the number of students who sign 
up. There will be cash prizes for the top three 
slots. 
"We're hoping to get as many as 15 acts for 
this year's contest," says Dozie. The Vista's 
Kent Sligh will be hosting the evening's 
festivities. 
For any student wishing to enter, there will 
be sign-up tables in front of the UC on 
Tuesday, April 11 and Thursday, April 13. 
Interested students may also contact Lisa 
Dozie in the AS office for any further infor­
mation. 
National Conference for Women 
College Student Leaders 
June 1-3 
Georgetown University, Washington DC 
2 Full scholarships available 
for freshman or sophomore women 
willing to work with the 
"Women's Program." 
Contact: Val Pearson 
Director of Student Activities 






The AS is us. This means that the 
AS should work together with all 
USD students to accomplish im­
provements for all students. As 
President I will open the AS to the 
students, to tell us what they be­
lieve is working and what they 
would like to see the AS work to 
change or improve. The AS has 
evolved into a highly credible and 
effective organization in represent­
ing students. As the old proverbial 
saying goes, If it's notbroken-don't 
fix it. Quality programming and 
student representation in decisions 
that affect our lives at USD needs to 
be preserved. But as always there 
cannot be progress without some 
change; this means improving on 
what the AS does well and working 
hard to tackle the areas of student 
concerns. 
Goals: I will work with 
the students and the system s in place 
to retorm me outdated registration 
system, inadequate teacher evalu­
ations, inadequate advising in the 
School of Business and work to­
wards creating a system for adding 
sections to closed classes based on 
student needs. I will continue to 
fight for reduced parking fines, a 
parking structure, a campus shuttle 
and a proposal that revenue from 
parking fines should be put into a 
general fund, to be used for stu­
dents needs. 
Experience: I have served 
as member of S tudent Court for two 
years and the past year as the Secre­
tary of Justice. My experience on 
University committee's concerning 
the parking problem, midterm 
grades, grade grievances and the 
selection of a new Dean, will yield 
positive results for future student 
concerns. The bottom line is that I 
am familiar with the issues plagu­
ing students and as president 1 will 
to the best of my ability resolve 
them. The art of government is being 
able to discern what needs to be 
changed and being dedicated to 
changing those things. 
I want to put experience to 
work for you; because after all the 
AS is us. Vote Mike Brown for 
President! 
I will continue to fight 
for reduced parking 
fines, a parking struc­
ture, a campus shuttle 
and a proposal that reve­
nue from parking fines 
should be put into a 
general fund, to be used 
for students needs. 
Vice-Presidential Hopeful 
In my three years with the AS, I, 
Dennis Rosvall, have gained the 
experience to be your next Vice 
President. I have been a member of 
the Lark and Social Committees, 
and am currently the Director of AS 
Special Events. 
This involvement has given me 
the opportunity to either direct, or 
participate in, the production of over 
30 events on campus. These events 
have included Denny Dent's Art 
Attack, the "Padre '88" game and 
tailgate, the Alarm concert, Home­
coming, the USD Grand Prix, and 
the Battle of the Bands, just to name 
a few. 
These events were successful 
because they were exciting, and I 
would like to see this excitement 
continue. 
Specifically, I would like to unify 
our very successful Showcase and 
rejuvenated Lark series under a 
common, weekly theme such as 
"The Thursday Night Happy 
Hour." In addition, I would like to 
see a weekly series of lunch-time 
entertainmentprovided. Of course, 
I will also seek to continue the 
strength of our Cultural Arts, 
Community Service, and other 
programs. 
However, programming is not my 
only concern. In addition, I feel I 
can effectively represent the stu­
dents needs and concerns. As a 
liaison between the students and 
the faculty of USD, my first goal 
will be to greatly improve the 
communications between students, 
programmers, and faculty. 
To accomplish this, I will con­
tinue the current efforts to place a 
student representative on Faculty 
Senate, and continue holding Town 
Meetings with faculty and AS rep­
resentatives present. With this com­
munication, we may be able to fi­
nally settle issues such as mid-term 
grades, library hours, and getting 
short-term parking near X-roads and 
the University Center. 
I would also like to see the AS 
provide more services to the stu­
dents. Some of these may be the 
publication of a Student Survival 
Guide going beyond the informa­
tion found in "Archways," and res­
urrecting the "Dial" phone direc­
tory under AS control. 
If you want to see exciting pro­
gramming next year, and better 
communications between students 
and faculty, I have the experience, 
dedication, and initiative to assume 
the responsibilities of this position. 
Elect Dennis Rosvall as AS Vice 
President. 
. AS Elections 
Monday, April 17 & 
Tuesday April 18 
10:30 - 6:30 front of UC 
Candidates: 
President: Mike Brown, Rob Heckman 
Vice President: Dennis Rosvall, Brian Wink 
Social Chair: C.J. Jackson, Jerry Morris 
Academics: Carrie Krueger, Chris Maloney 
Athletics: Charlie Gallas 
Communications: Jennifer Castle 





Experience, direction, and leader­
ship will be the essential factors for 
the next AS President. Students 
need a leader with aclear vision for 
the improvement of existing pro­
grams, one who can strive for a 
beuercampus. I firmly believe that 
I can offer the vision necessary to 
bring about improvement and 
change. 
I have been involved with the AS 
for three years on the programming 
side. 1 have maintained the Lark 
Directorship for two consecutive 
years and have produced shows 
ranging from the Battle of the Bands 
to Burning Spear. Additionally, I 
helped initiate the Concert Board 
that prod uced the sold out perform­
ance of The Alarm. 
If elected President, this experi­
ence will yield better programming. 
I want to listen to what the students 
want and offer either a major con­
cert on-campus or block booking 
for large concerts at the Sports 
Arena. I propose that we buy 
tickets from a promoter and pro­
vide USD students great seats at a 
low price. Secondly, we need more 
events both on and off campus in 
which students can become in­
volved. More battles of the band, 
lip syncs, and TGIF's at the bay or 
beach. 
I suggest creating more unity be­
tween the Gredk system, the AS 
and the students with an all-campus 
party. Establishing that every 
Thursday is Student Party Night is 
a further thought. (There would be 
either a Lark or a Showcase each 
Thursday.) And I have maintained 
the contacts needed to put these 
programs into action immediately. 
Another perhaps more important 
area to be resolved is academic 
issues like midterm grades, class 
scheduling , and problematic ad­
vising. I have a plan to solve the 
class scheduling problem by install­
ing a phone line that will match 
class need with demand. Finally, 
many students have concerns with 
library hours, the student health 
center, and parking, especially 
short-term. As President I intend to 
listen to students and make USD 
better than the best. 
Remember to vote Rob Hcckman 
for President on April 17 and 18. 
A clear vision for USD! 
/ want to listen to what 
the students want and 
offer either a major con­
cert on-campus or block 
booking for large con­
certs at the Sports Arena. 
Vice-Presidential Hopeful 
Integrity, commitmentand organi­
zation are essential characteristics 
of the office of A.S. Vice-Presi­
dent. My involvement with the AS 
and the USD community has pre­
pared me for this office in the Asso­
ciated Students. 
I have served on Senate as Junior 
Senator and Program Board as the 
Senate Representative. My biggest 
accomplishment this year has been 
co-coordinating Volunteer Re­
sources' Volunteers For Youth in 
which the big brother - big sister 
volunteer program has doubled in 
size since last year. 
My current possition with AS is 
Junior Senator. The position has 
given me diverse experience within 
AS having served on several com­
mittees including USD Food Serv­
ices committee and AS Constitution 
Revision committee. Junior Sena­
tor has also allowed my position as 
the Miller Beer representative to 
bring $1500 to USD's Lark and 
Showcase series providing the best 
series of shows and concerts to date 
at USD. 
My plans as AS Vice-President 
for next year are two-fold including 
programming issues as well as more 
student political issues. The first 
goal regarding programming is to 
maintain the high quality program­
ming we have enjoyed the past few 
years. 
I want to create an avenue for the 
smaller clubs and organizations on 
campus enabling them to co-spon­
sor AS events and/or assist them in 
their own events. 
Other programming plans include 
a promise for a major concert and 
joint programming with the School 
of Law. Included within this first 
goal I intend to "cut the clutter" by 
making the AS office more effi­
cient: Shortening request deadlines, 
revising CARP system and, basi­
cally, streamlining the office to 
provide efficiency to bring quality 
events to you. 
While programming is a major role 
four the vice-president, dealing with 
students, faculty, and administra­
tion regarding other issues, plays 
an even greater role and should not 
be overlooked. Food Services, 
career day, advisors for the School 
of Business, internships and a fac­
ulty "syllabus" catalog are a few of 
the issues I will commit student 
input. 
Overall I feel I can provide the 
leadership and commitment to be 
an effective and efficient Vice-
President this comming year. My 
door will always be open as I wish 
to be attentive and responsive to all 
your concerns and inquiries. 
This year AS made a difference. 
You can make a difference now! 
Please Vote Brian Wink for AS 
Vice President Aprill7 and 18. 
Justice: Paul McHale 
Student Organizations: Barbara Roder 
Student Services: Sherry Harrison 
Senior Senator: Wendy Carlson, Peter 
McDougall, Mary Smigielski 
Junior Senator: A1 Ingallinera, Jody Morgan 
Sophomore Senator: Charlie Bush, Nathan 
Hingeley, Missy Small, Anne Yoakam 
DON'T FORGET 
TO VOTE! 
JUST BRING YOUR ID. 
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Fake ID horror stories 
NEVADA DRIVER'S LICENSE 
SMITH,  JOHN 
4567 Hill St. 
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Students risk criminal charges with fake IDs— 
Busted by the Bouncer 
We smiled with glee as our "con tact" handed 
us the tickets to the wildest social life imag­
inable to us, twinkling in his hand were two 
brand new fake ID's. To call these ID's fake 
is an understatement, but we (my roommate 
and I) were proud. For the small fee of S10 
we were now Henrietta and Patrina - cousins 
from the booming town of Wheeling, West 
Virginia. 
The DOORMAN. He looked like Kojak's 
sumo wrestling twin, but instead of a lolli­
pop, he was holding a flashlight to detect the 
real men and women from the wanna-bes 
like us. Okay, be calm we said; we took a 
long slow deep breath, engrossed ourselves 
in what we thought was adult conversation, 
and with an air of confidence took one step 
forward. 
"Kojak's" name badge read Gino. The bar 
was decorated in a western type decor with 
"wanted" signs posted everywhere. I turned, 
and on the front door was a plaque that read 
"Fake ID's and you die!" Suddenly I began 
to get butterflies in my stomach. I'm calm, 
I'm cool, yeah I'm 21. Then Gino said it, in 
a deep incriminating voice. "ID." 
That moment seemed like an eternity. I 
decided to be sly and flash it quickly from 
inside the safety of my USD key chain. 
"Take it out" he said, and my heart fell to my 
knees. I haven't yet mentioned the fact that, 
not only was the top of my ID two different 
Arrested: Paying the Price 
"Last August we were sitting in the 
Pennant when we were approached by 
two undercover Vice cops. They asked 
to see our ID's. One was a California ID 
card and the other was a scratched up out 
of state drivers license. After seeing 
them, the cops flashed their badges and 
told us to come outside." 
The two students were arrested and 
given misdemeanor citations. Their 
rights were read to them and they were 
given a court date. After pleading guilty 
in court, they were fined a substantial 
sum and placed on probation until their 
21st birthdays. 
"It cost me $300 bucks and didn't teach 
me a thing. I'm 21 now and my friend 
has a new fake ID already," she said. 
colors of yellow from when it fell in the bath 
tub, but my picture was also coming out. 
Please God, please not me! Ginosiezedmy 
keys and, fulfilling my worst nightmare, my 
picture fell to the floor. My jaw dropped, 
Gino looked at me and began to laugh hys­
terically, and at that moment so did we. 
We had never been so embarrassed! We 
went sadly away, with only a memory of the 
two weeks we had of the "good life," walk­
ing to our new destination where we called 
a cab and ate a pack of Oreos. 
Continued from page 1 
"Tuesday and Wednesday nights we confis­
cate about four or five ID's. We just take 
their ID's and escort them off the property. If 
the customer tries to return, then we'll call 
the police. We are definitely trying to tighten 
up on college nights." 
Jefferson also mentioned that the Alcoholic 
Beverage Control (ABC) is going to be 
coming in on a regular basis each Tuesday 
and Wednesday night to check customer's 
ID's themselves. 
Pennant owner Dick Kobalcheck said he 
handles fake ID's by confiscation as well. 
"We'll just keep it and ask them to leave. 
The doorman recieves a $5 reward for each 
confiscated fake ID. Usually we get about 
two or three fake ID's a week," Kobalcheck 
said. 
Kobalcheck said the Pennnant will accept 
"only valid driver's licenses. Wedon'taccept 
ID cards even with other forms of ID if the 
age is questionable. If you think about it, 
what 21 year old living in California doesn' t 
have a divers license?" 
Tio Leo's policy is almost identical to the 
Pennant. If they come across a fake ID, they 
will take it and ask the person to leave. Tio 
Leo's only accepts valid drivers licenses, no 
ID cards. If a license is out of state, the 
doorman will look at "The Bar Book," to 
check the license's validity. 
What Vice Recommends To Bars 
On Tuesday, April 4th, management at Tio 
Leo's invited Vice Squad Sgt. Pete Mun-
holand to speak to employees on how to 
identify fake ID' s and what to do about them. 
Continued on page 11 
BIDS ON SALE NOW 
$10.00 per person 
/ / "N Featur ing:  
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GO TO LIP SYNC AND 
ENTER RAFFEL FOR 
FREE TUX 
SOPHOMORE SENATORS PRESENTS: 
B A C K  B Y  P O P U L A R  
.  D E M A N D . . .  
LIP SYNC 
^ CONTEST 
TUESDAY, APRIL 18th 
8:00 p.m. 
Camino Theater 
SIGN UPS: Friday, April 14 
Monday, April 17 





April 25 & 26 
Sign up by April 24 
Entry fee: $1.00/^v 
Sj  
U O T E  
Rpril 
1 7  A N D  1 8  
R.S. ELECTIONS 
Seniors can uote too 
\ 
Fi lm Forum Presents  
" T H E  T E R M I N A T O R "  
Wednesday ,  Apr i l  12  
8 :00  p .m. ,  UC Forum 
" R A C I N G  U J I T H  T H E  M O O N "  
Sunday ,Apr i l  16  
8 :00  p .m. ,  UC Forum 
A N 1 V) ft 
by Linda Bush 
Theater: 
Auguste Strindberg, Sweden's 
contribution to expressionist lit­
erature, led what most would label 
a dark, introspective life. His sui­
cide attempt marks the pi votal point 
of his troubled existence. The 
UCSD Department of Theatre 
presents the world premiere of 
"Strindberg Sonata". "Sonata" 
takes us on a journey into the ex­
plosive inner recesses of 
Strindberg'smind. The play opens 
at the Madell Weiss Theatre on 
April 13 and runs through the 22nd 
with the exception of the 17th and 
the 18th. Show time is at 8 pm, 
April 16at7pm. Tickets are S5 for 
students. Please call 534-4574 for 
more info, and to order tickets. 
Film: 
Attention Beatles fans! The Ken 
Cinema presents two of the fab 
four'sfabulouscreations: "Yellow 
Submarine" and "A Hard Day's 
Night". Sink into the depths of psy­
chedelia in "Submarine" and then 
sing your way to the surface to the 
melody of all your favorites in 
"Night". Show times are 5:50 and 
9:20 pm for "Yellow Submarine" 
and 7:30 pm for "A Hard Day's 
Night". Call 283-5909 for further 
information. 
Art and Exhibitions: 
Cross theater with art and you have 
performance art Jo Harvey Allen 
is a nutty Texas native you might 
have seen in David Byrne's satiri­
cal western masterpiece,"True S lo­
ries". Now she emerges from the 
big screen into the arena of stand-
up, sit down, story-telling, music 
making, Texan floozy, drug ad­
dicted CPAs. Sound confusing? 
"As It Is In Texas" is Allen's crea­
tion of comical delight. Her ability 
to take on different characters with 
such remarkable realism has been 
compared to the likes of Whoopi 
Goldberg and Lili Tomlin. Her 
performance is scheduled for April 
22,8pm at the La Jolla Museum of 
Contemporary Art. Tickets are S10, 
available at TicketMaster outlets. 
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Fake IDs: USD students vs. the law— 
Continued from page 10 
Munholand told the employees to 
be under the impression that every 
ID they check is fake. The em­
ployee should try to prove that it is 
not. 
When asked who to card, Mun­
holand replied, "Anyone who looks 
35 or younger." 
The process Munholand described 
for checking out an ID involves 
several steps. In dealing with Cali­
fornia drivers licenses and Califor­
nia ID cards, the texture of the 
paper is important. The front of a 
California ID is rough and slightly 
yellowed. The back is smooth and 
shiney. It is also either plastic or 
printed on Kodak paper. 
On the front of a real California 
ID are several seals that can only be 
seen by tilting the ID or shining a 
flashlight on it. 
The person checking the ID should 
pay particular atention to the facial 
features of the person in question. 
Hair color and length as well as 
weight can vary, but the structure 
of the nose and jaw rarely do. 
The door person should ask the 
person's middle name as well as 
their address and birthdate. If there 
is still a doubt, the person may be 
asked to sign their name several 
times very quickly while also being 
asked questions about the informa­
tion on the ID. 
Unacceptable ID's are those that 
are torn or tampered with in any 
way. Certified ID cards and any 
temporary ID on paper or ID's 
without pictures are not accept­
able. 
According to Munholand, if a bar 
employee discovers a fake ID, it is 
illegal for them to confiscate it. 
The offender should simply be 
asked to leave. 
The only time an ID can be con­
fiscated is at the time of an arrest. 
When asked if he felt the police 
were making an impact on the fake 
ID situation in San Diego, SgL 
Munholand said no. 
Dining (Services 
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN 
During these last 6 weeks of spring semester, 
you can earn some money for summer 
while you study for school!!! 
immediate openings are available in all areas 
of Dining Services or you can sign up for 
positions for the fall 
Apply Thursday, April 13th between 
1 and 4pm in the following locations: 
Main Dining Room - University Center 
Desales Dining Room - for banquets and catering 
Marketplace - University Center 
Please bring a current class schedule. 
TOPS IN TRAVEL 
"Tops In Service And Experience 
Since 1976" 




1050 Rosecrans St. Suite 4 
San Diego, 92106 
How to start 
your law career 
before you start 
law school. 
Start with the Kaplan LSAT 
prep course. 
After taking Kaplan, 
thousands of LSAT students 
score over 40. That's the top 
10% nation-wide! And 
candidates who score over 40 
on the LSAT enjoy the best 
chance of being accepted to the 
law school of their choice and 
going on to practice with top 
law firms or corporations. 
So call any of our 125 centers 
for information and class 
starting dates. The Kaplan LSAT 
prep course could be the one 
pre-law course that determines 
the course of your law career. 
1KAPLANI 
STAN Li Y H. K Aft AX EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. 
4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego, CA 92117 
(619) 277-6744 
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n n is tl he season 
The next in the series of baseball 
by Chris Orr 
To be put simply, the recent Paramount 
pictures movie Major League is hysterical. 
This light hearted look at the world of base­
ball is a must see for fans of the greatest sport 
since dueling. 
Set in the city of Cleveland, Tom Berenger, 
Charlie Sheen and Corbin Bernsen play 
members of the Cleveland Indians, who at 
the time have a 34 year losing streak going. 
The owner of the team, an ex-Vegas show­
girl, is trying to have the team located to 
Miami. The only way she can do that is to 
assemble a team that is guaranteed to wind 
up in last place. 
She digs up the worst lot of baseball players 
ever to grace a playing field. Berenger plays 
a catcher who is, quite literally, on his last 
movies delivers the goods 
O f  
Charlie Sheen 
Tom Berenger 
legs. Sheen is a juvenile delinquent nick­
named "Wild Thing" who can'teven see the 
plate. Corbin Bemsen is a puffed up veteran 
who is afraid to get his uniform dirty. 
The rest of the team consists of and effemi­
nate outfielder with a talent for base-steal­
ing, a slugger who depends on voodoo to get 
his hits and an aging pitcher who must use 
"snot balls" to stay in the game. 
The original "Mr Baseball" Bob Uecker 
makes a special appearance as the Indians 
radio commentator. 
The gags in this movie are truly funny if a 
little bit predictable. Writer/director David 
Ward doesn't let up with the jokes, so you 
don't want to be caught going to the john or 
getting popcorn once the movie begins. 
Immortal meeting with new band 
k. JyHmosZTALS^ 
by John Madruga 
Incorporate the elements of traditional roots rock 'n' roll, rhytm and blues, a bit of funk 
and Louisiana Cajun-style undertones, and you have the formula of a band probably no one 
on this campus has ever heard of: Jimmy Wood and the Immortals. 
The Los Angeles based Immortals are fronted by veteran vocalist and harmonica player 
Jimmie Wood, whose musical accomplishments have ranged from working with blues gui­
tar legends Mike Bloomfield and Michael "Hollywood Fats" Mann, to playing harmonica 
on Springsteen's Tunnel of Love (the track "Sparc Parts"). 
Though, in the early 70's Wood concentrated primarily on straight blues, the musical 
direction of the Immortals is now more mainstream. As Wood says, "It went from a straight 
r&b blues style to a rock 'n' roll format. 1 became a lot less closed minded." This 
openmindedness is best evident in the distinct musical backgrounds of the other group 
members. 
Lead guitarist Jimmy King is a former member of the Alctuian Ail-Star Band, and has also 
played in Jane Wiedlin's (Go-Go's) group. Larry Lerna is a former punk metal bassist, and 
played with L.A.'s noted thrashers, Channel 3. And giving the Immortals depth is new 
addition D.J. Bonebrake, former drummer for L.A.'s truly great rock band, X. As Wood 
says, "He's the best back beat drummer on the scene today." 
This diversity of musical-style elements and influences, mixed with Wood's showman­
ship, makes Jimmie Wood and the Immortals an original and impressive group. You can 
next check them out in San Diego opening for The Fixx May 7th at The Bacchanal. 
• It seems with the crummy weather we've 
•had, we should rent movies with lots of rain 
Bin them. "Rainy" movies are great to watch 
•on those lost Sunday afternoons-those days 
" when you either have a hangover or just feel 
•like having one anyway. 
J The best thing to do is to crawl up in a little 
•ball in front of the tube and watch a long, 
^engrossing, maybe depressing, glorious 
•movie-one that will linger with you for the 
"rest of the day. 
Some titles we suggest arc: Seance on a 
Wet Afternoon, Audrey Rose, Obsession, 
The Wrong Man, Wuthering Heights, Casa­
blanca,Cat People,Ryan's Daughter,Paths 
of Glory, The Bride of Frankenslien, Chi­
natown, Rebecca, Murder on the Orient Ex­
press, 84 Charring Cross Road, 1900, The 
Last Wave, Days of Heaven, Sophie's 
Choice, The 400 Blows, Ran, Days of Wine 
and Roses, Citizen Kane, Lady Sings the 
Blues, Testament. 
/ 
The Pet Shop Bnvs are Neil Tennent and Chris I.owe 
Shopping for Pet Shop Boys 
Dance music bounces dark tales for the chic set 
by Salomon Rojas 
Neil Tennant and Chris Lowe are the guys 
that make up the Pet Shop Boys. These two 
UK chaps took the American airwaves by 
storm in 1986 with "West End Girls" and 
"Oportunities (Let's MakcLots Of Money)." 
From that point, they have successfully 
produced popular dance hits that have made 
them stars in England, Europe, and America. 
Please and Disco were released in 1986, 
Actually in 1987, and Introspective in 1988. 
Some other hit singles within that time in­
clude "Love Comes Quickly," "Suburbia," 
"It's A Sin," and "What Have I Done To 
Deserve This." 
The first song on Introspective is "Left To 
My Own Devices." This is essentially a rap 
song sung with a chorus, the same format as 
"West End Girls." This song relates the day 
in someone's life: morning, afternoon, night, 
and dreaming. In fact, this song is reportedly 
autobiographical about both Neil and Chris. 
Following that track comes "I Want A 
Dog." This song has been re-mixed and re­
done until it was finally placed on an album. 
It came about because of a friend who re­
marked "I want a dog - a chihuahua. I've 
only got a small fiat." This song explicitly 
states the bad points of cats, and how dogs 
can be better companions. Implicit within 
answers on page 14 
1. On which street did the Brady Brats live? 
2. What did Cindy say when she saw Greg 
smoking? 
3. Who played the maniacal ragamuffin who 
locked the Bradys in the cell in that horror filled 
ghost town? 
4. What Brady Brat did Alice have "special 
feelings" for? And what was the mysterious 
gift? 
5. Tor F: the success of "A Very Brady Christ­
mas" has spurred the makings of a scries. 
6. What show did Mike play a transexual? 
7. Name Marcia's first throbbing stud. And 
what was this hungry Don Juan's passion? 
the lyrics are tones indicating that everybody 
needs friends to overcome lonely moments. 
The last song on the first side is the smash 
hit "Domino Dancing." The name of this 
song came about after a holiday in the Carib­
bean where domino playing and drinking 
became the main forms of entertainment. It 
seems that an assistant would perform a little 
dance of triumph each time he won, hence 
"domino dancing". The song itself suggests 
a relationship gone sour with someone who 
is unfaithful. 
On the flip side we see "I'm Not Scared," a 
remake of Patsy Kensit's song (from the 
group Eighth Wonder.) The Pet Shop Boy's 
version is set in the Paris riots of 1968. 
Within the song one can hear actual newsreel 
soundtracks, courtesy of Independent Tele­
vision News. The object of this song is also 
about a relationship, one in which the person 
singing must say "I wouldn't treat me the 
way you do ... I don't care ... I'd go any­
where, baby ... I'm not scared." 
The second song on the side two of this 
album is a double-mix. What that means is 
that "Always On My Mind," is mixed to­
gether with "In My House" to create the 
untimate megam ix. This m ix has bee. i played 
considerably at dance halls and continues to 
be a popular tune. 
SPEEDY RESEARCH 
Reports:  
$4 .00 per  page 
Ouer 50,000 topics  
and c l ippings .  
Materials  for  research 
ass is tance use  only!!  
6546 Hol lywood Blud.  
2nd Floor,  Room 209 
Los Rngeles ,  CR 90028 
Hours:  Mon-Fri  10:30-6:30 
Sat  1 1 :00-4:00 
CALL TODAY! 
(213)463-1257 
Is Pow Wow Highway 
a Native American 
Rain Man? 
by Brian Costlow 
Pow Wow Highway is an endearing, quirky 
little buddy/highway picture. It is currently 
drawing some very favorable, but not quite 
accurate, comparisons to Rain Main. True, 
the film is about two mis-matched guys 
traveling across the country, and one of the 
characters is a selfish, young, hothead, but 
the comparison really ends there. 
A Martinez plays Buddy, who's going from 
Montana to New Mexico to rescue the sister 
he hasn't seen for 10 years from a bogus drug 
bust. Gary Farmer is Philbert, the would be 
mystic who undertakes the journey in order 
to become an Indian warrior. 
The two head south in Philbert's "pony," an 
r< '7/r̂  
A Martinez in Pow Wow Highway 
old beater that he just bought for a bag of pot 
and a bottle of cheap whiskey. The term 
dilapidated does not do justice to the car's 
condition. The next thing you know, the 
audience is off on a journey of whimsy and 
wonder that recalls Terry Gilliam's The 
Adventures of Baron Munchausen. 
For all its charm, Director Jonathan Wacks' 
film is uneven and patchy, never quite get­
ting where he wants it to go. 
Wacks' early scenes of a Montana Chey­
enne reservation alternate between gritty 
realism and melodramatic overkill. One 
minute we are struck dumb by the realization 
of third world poverty in the U.S.; the next 
we wish fervendy for a remote control chan­
nel changer. 
His sweeping views of Montana-the Da­
kota Badlands, a Nebraska storm and the 
New Mexico desert-pan from striking and 
ascetic beauty into the desecration of the 
land by modern roads, buildings and farms, 
illuminating the Indian's west that was, but 
never will be again. 
His scenes of Philbert' s visions though, are 
often hokey and contrived, and only our 
desire to believe in Philbert make them work. 
Later, by introducing some gratuitous vio­
lence, he breaks up a great scene of the 
pathos of Sioux Indians trying to keep a 
semblance of their culture alive —perform­
ing dances in a high school gym for whites. 




*20 Mb Hard Disk 
*1200 Baud Modem 
'Carrying case 
•Microsoft Works software 
*8088 processor 
*8/4.77 MHz 
*Backlit LCD display 
*DOS 3.3+ included 
'Detachable/rechargeable 
battery pack 
You can't get a new laptop computer 





*Free 2400 Baud Modem 
*Mac LapLink or PC LapLink 
*1 Mb RAM 
*20 Mb Hard Disk 
*Fast 12 Mhz, 0 Wait State 
'Detachable/rechargeable 
battery pack 
*DOS 3.3+ included 
$3110(20 Mb) 
$3443 (40 Mb) 
Plus these desktop specials: 
Z-286 LP 40 with 14" Flat Screen VGA color monitor $2832 
Z-386 40 with 14" Flat Screen VGA color monitor $3777 
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USD Booksto.re 
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at some times, and nonexistent during the 
others. Wacks' attempts to enlighten us about 
the problems of modem Indians: the pov­
erty, the rape of the reservations, the loss of 
cultural identity; seem clumsy and heav-
yhanded, but he does much better reminding 
us about their past history and courage. 
Martinez marches through this film, com­
petent but without any real inspiration, al­
though his ill-defined role doesn't help. One 
minute he's a rational activist arguing about 
land use, the next he's a drunk beating up 
some poor white schlep. 
The rest of the cast are basically just props 
for the storyline. 
What saves this film from being just an­
other dull, little, handmade curiosity is Gary 
Fanner's portrayal of Philbert, an Indian 
with the physique of John Candy and the 
appetite of Refrigerator Perry. Philbert is on 
the medicine path—becoming a warrior 
named Whirlwind Dreamer. He sees the 
world through a child's eyes, and is in touch 
with the Old Ways. 
Philbert gleefully and repeatedly treks off 
of the beaten path to make pilgrimages to 
sacred Indian sites, searching for tokens for 
his medicine bag and ignoring the acid dia­
tribes of his impatient and modernized part­
ner. 
Whether he' s leaving a Hershey bar as a gift 
to ancient gods, visiting historical sites of 
Cheyenne tragedies, or inducing a reluctant 
Buddy to stand in the middle of a freezing 
stream and chant in the old tongue, we be­
lieve that his power is real. He makes us feel 
the medicine, the magic, of Indian mysti­
cism. 
We willingly ignore the rest of the film's 
flaws so that we can believe in the Whirl­
wind Dreamer; Farmer brings his character 
to life in a way that Dustin Hoffman never 
quite accomplishes in Rain Man. 
In Rain Man we always feel like we're 
watching a great actor practicing his craft. 
Farmer, however, wraps us up in his charac­
ter. For the duration of the film we feel as 
though he's as real as the person next to us. 
If there was any justice in the world of 
cinema, Hoffman would box up his Oscar 
and mail it to Gary Farmer. 
To modify an old cliche, this film is a 
diamond, albeit an uncut and unpolished 
one, in the rough. At the Guild in Hillcrest. 
STUDENTSYOUTH 
AIRFARES 
BOOK NOW FOR 
SUMMER 
RETURN FLIGHTS 
LONDON from $535 
COPENHAGEN trom $670 
PARIS from $665 
SYDNEY from $745 
BANGKOK from $779 
TOKYO from $585 
SAN JOSE $379 
FRANKFURT from $595 
RIO from $870 
ATHENS from $835 
• DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE 
•.EQUALLY LOW ONE WAY FARES 
• MULTI-STOP /ROUND THE WORLD 
FARES AVAILABLE 
• EURAIL PASSES AVAILABLE 
• TOURS—USSR. CHINA. EUROPE 
• CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE 
THE STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK 
1286-1322 
6447 EL CAJ0N BLVD. 
SAN DIEGO 
CA 92115 STA TRAVEL 
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The offensive has begun 
How hot was it? 
by Lori Smith 
and Brent Freeman 
One week ago today an enormous ball of 
fire singed the hair from my body as I opened 
the door of my car. Yes, it was hot. Hotter 
than the hinges of hell, perhaps hot enough to 
roast an ox. Did you notice? Well, take 
solace in knowing that it could have been 
worse. How? After all, you could have 
been... 
...wrapped in Saran Wrap, in a solid black 
wetsuit with a hood and thermal army mit­
tens standing barefoot on a freshly tarred 
street... 
. ..dipped in a vat of heated Coppertone dark 
tanning oil and forced to wear a fur coat 
inside out and walk through the thousand 
degree sand at Mission Beach... 
. ..or you could have been naked, strapped via 
duct tape to the black vinyl seat of a 1972 
Plane truth 
by Murphy Canter 
The problem in the airline industry is not 
that it's unsafe, the problem is that it's dis­
honest. 
You tell me. On an airplane, are they lying 
to you to make you feel better or are they 
seriously telling you how to survive a crash? 
Oh sure, put your head between your legs so 
there won't be as much pressure on impact! 
When you fall from six miles up in the air, the 
only reason to put your head between your 
legs is to kiss yourself goodbye!!! 
A classic is the old "your seatbottom can be 
used as a flotation device". That's sure 
comforting! If you happen to survive the 
plunge into the water, manage to escape the 
wreckage before it sinks, you can use the 
bottom of your seat to float probably three-
hundred miles through rough waters, hostile 
fish, and the knowledge that while you may 
drown any minute you may also die of thirst. 
They do come close to telling the truth 
though. The stewardess at one point does 
say that if the masks happen to come down, 
put yours on first and if the kid is still alive, 
put his on too. The only problem is they 
don't tell you why. It would be so much 
more open to just say, "If the plane loses 
pressure and the masks drop you older folks 
will probably be so scared you'll need the 
oxygen to prevent heart attacks and if not 
you won't want to smell the reaction of our 
younger passengers." 
The best way to prevent all fear of flying is 
to ask questions. If you're worried that the 
plane is old and may fall apart in mid-air, ask 
why all the numbers on the plane are in 
roman numerals. If you think there mightbe 
terrorists, don't be afraid to ask why 
someone's walkman is ticking or why all the 
people from the Tehrahn Tourist Service are 
wearing black hoods. Most importantly 
though, never be afraid to ask, "Why are all 
the crew members wearing parachutes?" 
Answers to Brady Corner p. 12 
1. Clinton Ave. 2. "Greg's Smoking!" 
3. Jim Backus 4. Jan, a locket 5. True, 
praise God! It's true 6. Medical center 
7. Harvey Klinger, bugs 
Dodge Dart facing the sun with the windows 
rolled up and the heat on (and, wouldn't you 
know it, you forgot you deodorant)... 
...or drinking scalding hot coffee from a tube 
taped to your mouth wearing seven pairs of 
nylons under a 100% wool pantsuit with a 
long sleeved polyester turtleneck sweater 
fresh out of the dryer... 
...or dressed in a form fitting jumpsuit made 
out of Crystal Gayle's hair while dancing at 
Wabash Hall pit-o-sweat with six inches of 
warm beer and liquid perspiration on the 
floor... 
...or you could have been wearing running 
pants underneath a sauna suit with a scuba 
mask lying in a horizontal phone booth on 
your back facing the sun at Jack Murphy 
Stadium while resting your head on a pillow 
of used socks from the USD Security Force. 
So, do you feel any better? 
by Chris Orr 
It's about that time of the year again. Bug 
season is upon us and the vile little suckers 
have devised new ways to strike fear into our 
hearts. 
They tried out one of their new tactics on 
me one night as I was walking down to the 
Valley. My friend and I were strolling near 
the soccer field when a huge moth dove in 
and smacked me on the forehead. 
I dove for the ground and screamed 
"Aaaaaah!" My buddy looked at me as if I 
was having an epileptic fit. I calmly com­
posed myself and stood up. Inside though, I 
was a wreck. I had just been attacked by a 
Kamikaze moth. 
Being mugged by an Arachnid in the shower 
is no way to start out the day either. Just 
imagine yourself reaching for the shampoo 
only to find a humongous spider craw ling up 
your arm. I got written up by my RA for 
streaking in the halls. 
Cockroaches are the worst of all bugs. 
They are hard to stomp, and God help you if 
you have barefeet or (worse!) if they run up 
your pant leg. 
Recently, roaches have been looking for 
new places to live. Imagine waking up in the 
morning and finding that Mr. and Mrs. Roach 
have turned your shoes into a home. When 
you stick your feet into them they'll let you 
know. Better check your shoes girls. They 
like those cute pumps. 
You wanna-be mechanics better look out 
too. Ants are out in force and would just love 
to crawl into your shirt while you're under 
your car. 
How does this little scenario strike you? 
You're lying out in the sun with a liberal 
amount of suntan oil on your body when a 
gigantic bug runs onto your stomach and 
gets stuck. Eech! 
They are taking over the world. There is no 
doubt about it. The offensive has begun. 
Kent Sligh is on vacation this week. His column will return next week at its 
regularly scheduled time, maybe. 
Acting Off-Beat F.ditor, Rich Hall 
| by Cathy O'Lick 
Look at me! I'm in 
disguise. Ever since 
my last week's ar­
ticle on Spring and 
me, I've been in hid­
ing. Gosh guys 
What's up? I'm not 
the enemy. I'm me! I 
love sunshine and 
wafers. Yesterday I 
was sunning by 
Camino in my favor­
ite mauve two-piece, 
when a mob of 
Catholics pelted me 
with rocks and gar-
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This is a real tear 
I'm crying now. 
You guys, I'm one 
of you! I'm white, 
white, white! My 
thoughts are white. 
My underwear is 
white. My brother 
has a wart on his 
forehead. 
Don't you see? I'm 
the same, but I'm 
different. 
But I'm not gonna 
get all upset and junk. 
It's so bad for my 
complexion. 
Why is the line at 
Vons so long? 
They're supposed to 
be short. I've noticed 
that a lot of my 
friends don't have ex­
tra digits. 
My brother, the one 
with the wart, was 
born with an extra 
thumb. My Aunt 
Nelda said it was a 
sign of the devil, but 
I stood right up and 
said, "Auntie, is the 
devil Catholic?" 
And she replied by 
slapping me in the 
face for using the "C" 
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word. 
She said the Devi 
most certainly was 
not a Catholic. She 
said the devil appears 
in mysterious cloth­
ing, like Democrats 
and game show 
hosts. 
I thought about this 
one day on the beach 
and decided that I'm 
proud to eat a whole 
lot of cheese and I'm 
plain proud of me. 
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UP A HEW 
CONTEST, OK 
"" 4-iS 
Lacrosse is back on track 
by Cullen Matthews 
By beating Chapman College on April 1, 
the USD Lacrosse team moved into sec­
ond place in the West Coast Lacrosse 
League's Southern Division. It was the 
ldst road trip for the Toreros during the 
regular season and they made the most of 
i^hy crushing Chapman 18-7. 
It was an impressive day for USD fresh­
men as they scored 14 of the 18 goals on 
the day. Matt Westover scored a career 
high Five goals and was the leading scorer. 
Chris Eggert has shown great improve­
ment over the season and looked like a true 
veteran as he pumped in two goals from 
mid-field. 
Defenseman Neil Curry somehow talked 
coach Rhinchart Wilke into allowing him 
to play attack during the fourth quarter. 
Curry caused chaos in the Chapman back-
field as he gained one assist and pom­
meled several of the hopeless defenders. 
Wilke was pleased with the team's per­
formance, especially since a number of 
starters missed the game due to an oil spill 
on 1-5. Earlier in the week the team had 
lost to Colby and MIT in a pair of exhibi­
tion games and he felt that a big win was 
needed to get the team back on track for 
the last two games of the season. 
Last Saturday, the team beat the ASU 
Sundevils 20-16. As promised the team 
put on a good show for the home fans. 
Defender Dave Wodynski set the tone of 
the game early on by knocking out an 
ASU attackman with a body check. 
The offense finally met coach Wilke's 
expectations as they scored their 20 goals 
against a strong ASU defense. A large 
reason for their sticcess was the return of 
league all-star and local favorite Andrew 
Hummel whose legendary technique 
earned seven goals on the day. 
Rookie defenders Paul Pender, Jeff Car­
penter also had Fine performances which 
made ASU's last minute offense futile. 
It was a big win for USD in that ASU is 
a Division I school and the victory draws 
continued respect to USD's growing La­
crosse program. 
The last regular season game will be 
against Clairemont next Saturday". De­
pending upon the outcome of other 
matches, this game will most likely be the 
determinant of the Southern Division 
Champion. Be sure to find out when and 
where the game is this weekend and get 
out and cheer on the team as they try to 
defend their league champion standing. 
DERBY DAYS 
SPECIAL 
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Player profile: Chris Duke 
Welcome to the real world 
by Kelly Leahy 
Senior business major Chris Duke is not 
your ordinary student. The two time soccer 
captain from Las Vegas, Nevada loves the 
San Diego area, and would like to remain 
here, however, he said that he will go where 
his job takes him. 
VISTA: What are your after college plans? 
DUKE: I plan to have a solid job with a good 
company. 
VISTA: Have you interviewed? 
DUKE: I have had six. 
VISTA: What do you see yourself doing 
Five years from now? 
DUKE: I plan to be in a management posi­
tion in a stable company. 
VISTA: Do you want to have a family? 
DUKE: I would like to start a family, but not 
until I am established. Then I would like to 
have three kids, two girls and one boy. 
VISTA : Do you think USD has prepared 
you for the "real world?" 
DUKE: In a sense, yes. This is the "real 
world," isn't it? I feel I entered the real world 
once I came to USD. I was a black man on a 
majority white campus. 
VISTA: When you think back to your college 
career, what one thing stands out the most? 
DUKE: The San Diego State vs. USD game, 
I scored the equalizer in the tenth minute in 
the second half of overtime. I was a sopho­
more and this was my finest year in soccer. 
Our record was 19-4-1. 
VISTA: How long have you played soccer? 
DUKE: I have played for 16 years. 
VISTA: What do you think about the soccer 
program here? 
DUKE: The program has grown a great deal. 
I feel myself, Mike Chavez, Drew Peloso, 
Art Faro and a couple other guys laid down 
the foundation for the program. I feel in the 
years to come the USD soccer program will 
be ranked nationally. 
VISTA: How did playing soccer enhance 
your college experience? 
DUKE: It taught me teamwork, discipline, 
leadership, and responsibility. 
VISTA: Is soccer in your future? 
DUKE: Sure! I love coaching; I am currently 
coaching the US D girls club team. And as far 
as playing, I am going to be doing that until 
I can't anymore. 
VISTA: What would you change if you had 
college to do over again? 
DUKE: My study habits. I would also have 
liked to be involved in some other activity 
besides soccer. 
VISTA: What advice would you give to re­
turning students? 
DUKE: Consistent hard work pays off. If 
you are going to involve yourself in an activ­
ity don't go half ass! Put all your energy into 
it Another piece of advice would be if you 
see something you like go for it! 
VISTA: Describe yourself in three adjec­
tives. 
DUKE: Aggressive, conFident, and persis­
tent. 
Golf team wins second tournament 
Sports Information Center 
The University of San Diego golf team, paced by the twosome of Creighton Aotani and Rick 
Schultz, took home team honors at the San Diego Intercollegiate Men's Golf Tournament, 
played on the Willow Glen and Oak Glen courses at Singing Hills Country Club. 
Aotani and Schultz both Finished the two round tournament tied for second place with scores 
of 145. The Toreros' team score of 592 was one stroke better than that posted by runner up 
United States International. 
In addition to the scores posted by Aotani and Schultz, other USD participants were:Tom 
Continued on page 17 
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HOUSING v L .  
Sign-up Period 
March 28 - April 27 
QUESTIONS??? 
MORE INFORMATION... 
Call the Housing Office 
Mission Crossroads Building 
Extension 4622 
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Running for your 
life can be fun 
By Linda McMillan 
The great weather in San Diego makes this 
city a perfect place to host many athletic 
events. According to City Sports magazine, 
many walking and running races are sched­
uled to take place. 
You don't have to be in excellent shape to 
participate in organized races. The main 
purpose for most of these races is to set your 
own personal records. These races are not 
only a great way to burn some calories, but 
also a perfect way to have a great time. 
On April 15, at 8 am, Allies restaurant is 
sponsoring a 5.6 mile stride. This walk will 
wind it's way through historic Old Town. 
For more information on the Fiesta Stride, 
call 275-5440. 
Another walk will take place on April 22, 
at 9 am in downtown. This walk is spon­
sored by San Diego City College and it is 
called the Artwalk. Along this 4.5 mile 
course, you'll be having a great time! Call In 
Motion Inc. at 483-9501 for more race de­
tails. 
Stride America presents the Fit For Life 
San Diego Stride. This walking race will 
take place at Sea Port Village on May 7. The 
race includes a 2 mile course and a 5 mile 
course. To find out about exact starting 
times, call 481-1607. 
If you are into the fast pace of running 
instead of walking, San Diego has events for 
you too. Torrey Pines High School is put­
ting on their-3rd annual 5K. This race takes 
place on May 6, and begins at 8:00 am. This 
race has been known as "one of San Diego's 
favorite races." To find out more about this 
5K, call 481-9501. 
Mission Beach is playing host to the YMCA 
Breakers 10mileand5Kforthe 10th year in 
a row. This race begins at 7 am. Call Rodger 
Martin at 232-7451 for location and regis­
tration details. 
Even Cinco de Mayo can be a day of 
exercise along with the fiestas that take in 
San Diego. This 5K Run/Walk will begin at 
7:30 am at Spanish Village in Balboa Park. 
Contact Kathy Loper for registration at437-
4667. 
For more information on any of these races, 
pick up a copy of City Sports Magazine, or 
call the individual race directors that are 
listed above. Each of these races have an 
entry fee, and they have deadlines for regis­
tration so call early and get involved. And 
Good Luck! 
OFFICE SUPPLIES R US 
& 
DISCOUNT COPY CENTER 
copies for singles 
3.5^ for 100 or more 
15% discount on all 
stationery supplies for USD 
students w/ID 
7612 Linda Vista, Suite 103 
279-9080 
Open 7 days 
Mon.-Fri. 7am-7pm 
This USD player prepares to take a swing as the Toreros fell toCal-State 
Northridge in non-conferece play. photo by Stephanie Hogue 
Losing streak extends to nine... 
Sports Information Center 
The University of San Diego baseball team 
saw its current losing streak reach nine games 
as the Toreros were swept in a weekend 
series by WCAC foe Loyola Marymount. 
The Toreros were defeated by the scores of 
7-6 (Friday), 10-5 and 8-0 (Saturday) and 
11-1 (Sunday). The shutout on Saturday was 
the first time USD team had been blanked in 
95 games. The last time was in 1987 when 
LMU blanked USD 9-0. 
The four losses, which followed a non-
conference, 8-4 loss to Cal State Northridge, 
left USD with a season mark of 15-20-1,1-
10 in the West Coast Athletic Conference. 
Left fielder Chuck Graham established a 
new USD career record for doubles during 
Saturday's first game at LMU. Already the 
but on the softball field... 
The University of San Diego softball team rebounding from a disappointing showing in the 
Pioneer Tournament at Cal State Hayward, rode the pitching of Lisa Ziomkowski and the 
robust hitting of Jeanne Weinsheim to sweep Whittier College, 10-3 and 5-3, in its only action 
of the week. The double victories increased the Toreras record to 17-20. 
Weinsheim was the Toreras' hitting star in both victories. She was credited with the game 
RBI in both games, raising her team leading total in that category to six. 
She was 5 for 6 for the two games, with three RBI's, a double and two triples and one stolen 
base. 
Ziomkowski pitched complete games to record the victory in both contests. She allowed a 
total of 12 hits and struck out five Whittier batters while bringing her record to 12-12. Her 
earned run average dropped to 1.94. 
The Toreras will continue on the road this week. Friday will find the Toreras at Cal State 
San Bernardino for a double header beginning at 2 pm. Saturday's double header at South-
em California College begins at noon. 
WCAC career record setter for doubles, 
Graham lined a double to left center, his 16th 
of the season and 53rd of his career. 
Graham eclipsed the USD career mark of 
52, which had been held by Andy Asaro 
since 1982. 
Other notable players are Andy Roberts, 
who moves into the number one spot in hits 
as he is currently batting .389 for the season, 
pitcher Pat Fitzsimons who is leading the 
team with six wins and a 3.00 ERA. 
The Toreros will begin a four game week­
end series against WCAC rival Santa Clara. 
Single games will be played both Friday 
(2:30 pm) and Sunday (1 pm), with a double 
header scheduled for Saturday beginning at 
noon. 
USD rides in UCLA 
Cycling Classic 
by Jeff Sciaroni 
The USD cycling team spent the weekend 
on the road as they traveled north to partici­
pate in the UCLA Cycling Classic where 
they competed against riders from UCLA, 
Stanford, UC Berkley, SDSU, UCSD, Cal 
Poly, USC, Long Beach State and Clair-
mont. 
The races included a 6.7 mile hill climb on 
Saturday and a series of criterium course 
races on Sunday. 
The hill climb was a grueling sprint up an 
intimidating hill that challenged all riders to 
push themselves to the limit mentally and 
physically. 
Sam Bartholomew, Darrin Chase and Cathy 
Cunningham all looked good as they ham­
mered up the hill despite the brush fire that 
burned nearby. 
The criterium race was a very fast five turn, 
one kilometer course that the riders negoti­
ated at speeds of 30 plus miles per hour for 
25-30 laps. 
The course was relatively safe, however, 
there were a few riders that went down, 
including USD's Derby Patten well who was 
taken down by another rider. Pattenwell 
walked away from the crash unscathed but 
was furious at the rider's carelessness. 
USD looked strong as Dan Speirs, 
Bartholomew and Jeff Sciaroni raced in the 
men's "C" category. Speirs clinched tenth 
place while Bartholomew took 13th. It was 
a close race as both riders were a mere three 
seconds from first place. 
In the men's "D" race, Pat Crema and Chase 
had a good race. Crema finished 15th a few 
seconds out from first. 
The women's "B" race followed, where 
Andy Basque and Cunningham led the field 
for the entire race, doing all the work as the 
rest drafted the pair. Unfortunately, they 
were overcome at the final stretch by the 
pack who had conserved energy for the final 
push. 
Basque landed a ninth place finish with 
Cunningham not far behind. 
In the men's "B" race John Grubs and 
Pattenwell really hammered hard to be in the 
front pack with some of the top riders in the 
race. However, both were taken out by a 
rider who blew a tire and crashed. 
The team is looking forward to a stellar race 
at Stanford next weekend and UCSB the 
following weekend. The team is young and 
showsalotofpotential. Keepaneyeonthese 
riders. 
Day Camp Staff from 
San Francisco and East 
Bay for counselors for 
Boys Groups, Fishing 





Orinda, California 94563 
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Balboa Institute of Travel 
The Balboa Institute of Travel invites all persons 
interested in careers in the travel industry to a 
FREE INFORMATIONAL SEMINAR 
The program includes: 
• a presentation of travel • a tour of the facility 
industry opportunities . an open discussion with 
' a hands-on demonstration of students, graduates and 
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Riigby team plays in UCSB tourney 
by Jonathan Canedo 
Santa Barbara recently hosted their annual rugby tournament. 65 teams, including 
several international teams, attended, creating one of the most diverse fields ever. The 
teamscompetedinfourdifferentdivisions: International,Masters,Club,andUniversity 
levels. 
The Toreros played five games during the two days of the tournament. In the first 
match, they faced San Jose State, who won the University division last year. San Jose 
repeated as champions again this year as they defeated USD 12-0 in a rough game. 
However, the Toreros bounced back to easily defeat the University of California, Santa 
Barbara. The Toreros won the game 14-3. Dan Davis also made one of the conversion 
attempts in that winning effort. After UCSB, the Toreros played Clairemont. Claire-
mont narrowly defeated USD 13-7. JeffLe Blanc made a difficult penalty kick for the 
Toreros as Prop Dave King ended his two week scoring drought by rumbling in for a try. 
The Toreros next faced Cal State Fullerton. Fullerton, which is undefeated in league 
play this year, beat USD 6-0 in a very emotional and close game. USD's final game of 
the tournament was against a hapless Chico State. The Toreros totally destroyed Chico 
by a score of 32-0. 
This weekend USD will hostClairemont in the Toreros final game of the season. Come 
on out and support your Toreros as they avenge a tough loss from last year. The game 
should be exciting and a lot of fun. The match begins at 1 pm this Saturday on West Point 
Field. 
Women's tennis defeats USIU and Cal Berkeley 
by Katey Potts 
The University of San Diego women's tennis team continued to keep their 13th place in the 
national rankings. This is the first time the Toreras have been in the top 15. 
Last Saturday the Toreras beat a tough USIU team 5-4. After singles play, the USD was up 
4-2. USD winners included Jennifer in #1 singles who won 6-2,6-1, #3 Aby Brayton 6-0, 
6-3, #4 Tuck Kacharoen 6-3,6-2 and #5 Chris Scmeidel 6-1,6-2. 
The team of Jill Greenwood and Kacharoen won the deciding match 6-1,6-2. 
"This was a big win for us because, in the past USIU did us a favor by playing us for 
competition. Now their coach is begging our coach to play..." said team captain Kelley 
Jewell. 
Tuesday, the Toreras deflated UC Irvine 6-0. USD only played singles because it was 
getting late and the match had already been won. 





Kentucky Fried Chicken is now interview­
ing for an exclusive management development 
program in the Southwestern United States. 
We're looking for candidates to enter our 
Area Manager training program. We're looking 
for people who can learn our restaurant oper­
ations quickly, and who can within two to 
three years become multi-unit supervisors. 
Our multi-unit supervisors oversee 6 to tfl 
restaurants, generating $4-6 million in sales. 
For those selected, we'll provide the train­
ing for success. We'll provide opportunity and 
challenge, and we'll provide starting salaries 
in the low to mid-twenties. Earnings potential 
as a multi-unit supervisor is impressive. $40,000 
base, company car. and performance bonuses 
are provided. 
Kentucky Fried Chicken is a subsidiary of 
PepsiCo. We're aggressive. We're expanding. 
Let us tell you more about our company and 
our opportunities. Schedule an eye-opening 
interview at the placement office, or write to: 
Jill Seymour 
Human Resources Supervisor 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
3100 Lake Center Drive 
Suite 200 
Santa Ana. CA 92704 







Phi, Delt or Sig? 
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Sportstalk 
j by Chris Orr by Angelo Lombardo 
Saturday morning at Avalon street in Mis­
sion Beach the flame was lit and representa­
tives from USD's four fraternities took the 
field in the spirit of the games. 
Being a member of one of USD's fraterni­
ties I was excited to immediately get in­
volved. So, where was the first place I 
headed when the kegs arrived? After drink­
ing my fill of Greek spirit I headed to the 
"over the line" event. 
Our first opponent was Sigma Pi headed by 
Braulio Castillo. Braulio gave the Pi's a 
quick lead with a crushing home run that 
landed somewhere off the cost of Hawaii. 
However, we did manage to rally back and 
gain a five to one victory. 
After becoming more enthused we went 
over to the volley ball pit where the Sigma 
Chi's were in the process of dominating the 
competition. The Chi's continued their 
domination throughout the day to take vol­
ley ball. 
Back at the "over the line" we found our­
selves paired against another Sigma Pi team. 
This game proved to be tougher as we fought 
ourselves to a zero-zero tie in the bottom of 
the last inning. At this point Delta Tau 
Delta's Dominic De'Ercoli came up with the 
highlight of the day by hitting a towering 
home run that is probably still going. The 
home run lifted the Delts over the Pi's again 
and put them into the semi finals. 
About this time the tug o' war began. Both 
the Pi's and the Phi Kaps easily disposed of 
their opponents and then squared off for the 
championship. After a long deadlock the 
Pi's began to overcome. The Phi Kaps 
fought back but no amount of screaming by 
Darin Watts could keep the Kaps from being 
out-muscled by the Pi's. 
Beer races where the next up on the agenda, 
but since all the beer had been drunk there 
was nothing left to do but have a keg toss. 
Braulio Castillo easily out-distanced the 
competition to take this event. However, the 
victory was controversial as Braulio had not 
been drinking and therefore had a clear ad­
vantage. 
Back at the "over the line" our luck finally 
ran out. After another dog fight with yet 
another Pi team (these boys were determined 
to win this thing) the Delts on extra innings. 
Sigma Pi captured the "over the line" with 
the Delts taking a close second. In the final 
tally the Pi's took three out of four events 
with the Chi's taking the other one. 
All is not rosy 
for Rose 
Well, now he's done it. Cincinnati Reds' 
manager Pete Rose has stepped in it and he 
is certainly not coming up smelling like 
roses. 
Folks, what we have here is a bonafide 
witch hunL Everyone is trying to dig up 
some dirt on their favorite athlete and 
throw it on them. 
Rose is currently under investigation for 
gambling and tax-evasion. True,both are 
common place, albeit illegal all over the 
country, but investigators are looking into 
allegations that Rose may have placed bets 
on his own team. That's a definite no-no. 
If he is found guilty of gambling then he 
can be suspended for a year. If is guilty of 
betting on his own team then he can be 
suspended for life. 
Life can be a harsh sentence for someone 
who depends on baseball for a living, but a 
necessary one. Gambling on your team 
can affect your performance as a coach or 
a player. In 1919 eight players of the 
Chicago White Sox threw the World 
Series for money. All were suspended for 
life from the game. 
I think it would be better for all if Rose 
would come clean. It doesn't help the 
game at all to have a lot of muck raking 
which gives the sport a bad name. 
Rose recently was charged with not 
reporting $46,000 in currency in Japan. 
Things are not looking good, but at least 
he hasn't been caught messing around with 
the local female populace. 
To make things worse, an associate with 
whom Rose worked out with at Gold's 
Gym has come forward and told investiga­
tors that he has placed bets for himself and 
Rose. Some of them were placed on Reds' 
games. Things are definitely not looking 
good. 
With all of the controversy the question 
once again arises. To what extent is a 
celebrity's life his own? Granted, gam­
bling on your own team has certain ethical 
implications, but what about the athletes 
non-performance related social life 
(Garvey and Boggs)? 
Where should the media draw the line? 
This is a problem that is not just limited to 
sports. It has affected politics (Gary Hart, 
John Tower), religion (Swaggart and 
Bakker) and show business (pick any 
name). 
With some of the great names in sports 
coming under close scrutiny, you have to 
wonder what will be next. Almost all of 
the major vices have been represented, 
womanizing, gambling, drugs and alcohol. 
What will be next? 
Golf 
Continued from page 15 
Shea and Geoffrey Dean, who were in a 
three-way-tie for eighth place at 151; and 
James Battaglia, who finished 29th at 168. 
The San Diego Intercollegiate is the second 
tournament won by head coach Frank Cates 
squad. 
USD will be in action this week at the 
Grand Canyon Invitational, which will be 
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Soccer playoffs eminent 
Dream Team Gets Scare 
The Dream Team almost upheld the SI 
tradition as they barely pulled off a 66-62 
victory over unranked, always beaten Shot 
in Your Face. Matt Marsh had 24 points for 
the Dream Team who played without Lionel 
DeMorst in that 4 point win. Shot in Your 
Face was led by John Gillis who had 18 and 
Darryl Jackson with 16. 
Order the Shirts 3XL downed the BOOBS 
53-41. Mike Haupt and PattFitzsimons each 
had 12 points for 3XL. The BOOBS leading 
scorer was Jed Rucker with 18. The Ele­
phants in the Park outshotQuadraphenia. 
Barton Bland had 18 for the Elephants and 
Jeff Harding had 16 for Quadraphenia. In 
other A league action The Team drank up 
Liquor Box 62-44 and Rainbow Coalition 
passed by Sigma High 60-58 in the game of 
the week. 
In the Faculty/Staff league, the Sports Cen­
ter remained undefeated by beating the Staff 
Slammers 39-34. Arts and Sciences remain 
in 2nd with a 57-45 victory over Student 
Dribblin Demons 46-32. 
In B league, Air Delta Force remained un­
defeated by beating No Balls Necessary 56-
37. Tony Manfredi had 18 and John Pregen-
zer had 16 for the Delts. The Pugalist are 
also undefeated and turned in a 61 -31 wipeout 
over the Old Dorks. Mike Radez had 20 and 
StuFuhlendorfhad 18 points and 7 rebounds 
for the Pugalists. Dan Geiger had 10 for the 
Old Dorks. Positive Vibration and DD's 
Revenge are also undefeated with easy wins 
this past week. The undefeated No Names 
sqeaked by winless Fouled Out 45-41. The 
No Names are led by the Hintze brothers, 
Mike, who had 17 points, and Bill, who had 
19. Well those are all the playoff bound 
teams unless they choke in the last two games. 
Others on thecutting edge are You'll Pay for 
That at 3-1, Dribble After You Shoot 2-1, 
Penetrate and Shoot 2-1, Pigs in the Paint 
2-1, Fine Green Cannibus 2-1, Eight Ball 
3-1, Nibs and Nobs 3-1, Sigma Chi II 3-1, 
and the Rebel Cats 2-1 who must win this 
In the last week of the season, only two games 
were played. However, both were very important 
as far as playoffs are concerned. 
In the first game, #5 ranked Shoot To Thrill 
played #1 ranked Buck Naked. Buck Naked had 
to this point been untested, playing only one game, 
and it showed against the highly motivated Shoot 
ToThriil. Shoot ToThrill dominated throughtout 
the first half, but only managed one goal from 
Todd Tillmanns. Tillmanns had numerous oppor­
tunities, but could only convert one. Buck Naked 
counterattacked a couple of times, but couldn' t get 
anything past goalie Todd Andrew. The second 
half was much the same for the first 18 minutes. 
Shoot To Thrill was totally dominating, but could 
only manage one goal. However, at the 43 minute 
mark they exploded. In the next five munutes they 
tallied 6 points with goals coming form Jaime 
Favorite, Marcy Ayers, Theo Van Lingen, and 
ErinToppelson. With this 8-0 victory. Shoot To 
Thrill won their division in a tie breaker with 
Buck Naked and Beauties and the Beasts. 
In the other game, #2 ranked Toe Cheese played 
YUS. Toe Cheese needed the win to clinch their 
division. As it has been all season, they won ugly. 
YUS played tough and only lost 3-0on goals by Bo 
Rothwell and Kendra Peters. YUS had achance to 
tie the score 1-1 when they were granted a penalty 
leek. However, a great save by goalie A1 Limberg 
kept his team ahead and sparked them to victory. 





the team to beat 
AIA 2-1 Look­
ing to avenge only loss 
Shoot To Thrill 5-2 Looked 
awesome last week 
Beauties and the Beasts 3-1 Don't 
count them out 
Buck Naked 5-1 What happened Saturday? 
YUS 10-1 Appears overmatched. 
Water polo turnout exceeds expectations 
Affairs and 3rd place Business got by the week. 
Longshots make a run in softball 
It's playoff time at the softball fields and 
despite a few close calls, the favorites held 
true to form in both the mens and co-rec 
devisions. It was Mens league which pro­
vided the closest call of all as Doggie Style is 
still checking the papers of Illegitimate 
Children. The A-league defending champs 
narrowly escaped elimination with a 3-2 win. 
If it weren't for a first inning 3 run blast by 
Steve Cascioppo of Doggie Style, the Ille­
gitimate Children may have pulled off a 
huge IM upset. Pete Neill doubled and had 
two singles and a run scored for Illegitimate 
Children, who had earlier used a seventh 
inning, two out home run by Joe O'Hara to 
shock the Longballs 8-7. 
Anpther impressive B league showing was 
turned in by 8 Around the Mound who 
played 7 innings with # 1 ranked Bringin the 
Wood. Bringin the Wood held on for an 11-
9 victory as Braulio Castillo tripled and looped 
2 singles, Vance Johnston ripped 4 singles 
and Dave Dunn went 3 for 4 to lead the 
offense. 8 Around the Mound took an 
earlier game from Drive it Deep 10-8. Steve 
Knight crushed two triples and a homer for 
Drive it Deep in a losing cause. 
Sigma Chi II did pull of an upset early 
Sunday with a 3-2 win over A league Sigma 
Pi to advance an extra round. Things didn't 
last long for the 40-1 shot though as they 
came up against a tough l:59ers team in 
round two. The l:59ers jumped out early 
with 8 in the first to end all of Sigma Chi's 
hopes and ended up with a 13-3 victory. 
Chris Vansell had three hits for the l:59ers 
including a double and two singles. Liquor 
and Poker looked impressive in their 9-4 
win over Public Enemy as the bats were hot 
for the entire Liquor and Poker team. Tom 
Gorman topped things off with a 3rd inning 
3 run homer to close out Public Enemy. 
Things went pretty much as expected in the 
first day of Co-Rec playoffs despite a three 
run first inning by Al's Coholics against the 
#2 ranked Rec-ing Crew. The thrill did not 
last long for the B-league team as the Rec-ing 
Crew came back with seven runs of their 
own in the first including a home run by Dan 
Miller and eight consecutive hits. Marc 
Thiebach and Judy Caudillo each went 3 for 
3 for the favorites. Al's Coholics had an 
easier time early in the day as they mopped up 
The Mob 9-5. Jim Morrison had a hot bat all 
day for Al's team as he homered against Rec-
ing Crew and slapped two singles against 
The Mob. Larry Close also homered against 
The Mob to pace Al's Coholics 17 hits. 
AKPsi took care of the Free Agents 8-0 
ending the hopes of a B league upset. Pat 
Connally homered and doubled for the AKPsi 
Pleasure Machine. Liquor Hogansdid pull 
off a slight upset as they finally put it all 
together and beat Beef and Buns 2-1 to 
advance another round. Although lacking 
offensive power, Liquor Hogans scored 
when they needed to and held tight on de­
fense to eliminate Al Zawistoski's Beef and 
Buns. 
Finally, in an expected blow out, Better 
Buy the Case crushed the Mittless Mystics 
20-0 racking up a team tola! 25 hits including 
4 singles by Connie Campbell and a home 
run, triple, and single by Jim Scott. Next 
week's action will pit Better Buy the Case 
against AKPsi and Rec-ing Crew against 
Liquor Hogans. 
Well folks, so far there have been no forfeits, 
which for this league is incredible. It must help to 
have 90 degree weather, huh? 
In the first game, the Sea Lions roared to a 11-9 
victory over Wham Bam Boogie. Wham Bam 
Boogie almost danced their way back from a 6-2 
deficit, but the play of Tim Walsh proved to be too 
much. Julie Vohl also proved to be a catalyst for 
the Sea Lions. Wham Bam Boogie was paced by 
Michelle Button. 
In another close game, the #4 ranked Floating 
Prophylactics defeated Sigma Steam 16-14. The 
Prophylactics had control in the first half with 
Jerry Morris and Michelle Erlinger leading the 
way. However, in the second half, Sigma Steam 
steamrolled back into the game, led by the infa­
mous Margo Mullally. This was easily the game 
of the week. Both teams had a chance to win in the 
last three minutes, but the water polo experience of 
the F.P.'s paid off. 
In the rout of the week, JW and the All-Stars 
crushed the Seal Pups 30-5. JW looks like the 
team to beat in this league, and they definitely are 
the biggest. JW sports the best 1-2 combination 
in Gayle Newman and Leisa Hagen. These two 
combined for 26 points in this game. Their de­
fense looks inpenetrable with the huge lineup of 
Matt Riley and Dave Dunn and goalie Erik Peter­
son. 
In another rout, Ultraribbed Rubber Tubes 
trounced the MIB's 29-6. Laura Aberer and 
Rochelle Lightner were the stars for UR in this 
contest. Aberer scored 18 points while dominat­
ing on offense. With some great passes from Tim 
Clarke, she chewed up the MIB's defense. Light­
ner, who was recruited to play just minutes before 
the game, used her basketball skills and played 
what looked like a roving defense, much like 
Patrick Ewing, to stop the MIB's. She also scored 
6 points in the second half. 
Tennis ends second week 
Tennis entered its second week of playoffs, and 
some fine matches were played. Mark Diver and 
John Abbot earned match of the week with an 
exciting two and ahalfhour struggle that had tough 
tie-breaking rallies and aggressive net plays. Diver 
managed to defeat Abbot 7-5, 1-6, 6-4. 
Diver's semi-final opponent will be Don Morris. 
Morris beat Al Allison in the quarterfinals 6-0,6-
2. Dave Bernauer beat out Marc Lipschitz 6-2, 
6-3 and will also advance to semi-finals. The last 
ofthe final four is Ross Goodman who knocked 
off Mark Edwards 6-2,6-3. 
Men's B will send Paul Ariano to the finals after 
his 6-0,6-2 defeat of Jim Martone. He will meet 
Eric Arinduque who had a challenging match 
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against Tom Harrington's relentless playing but 
came away with a 6-1, 6-4 victory. 
Women's A semi-final also proved to be "sur­
vival of the fittest." Dayna Marshall took on 
Kym Piekunka in an hour and a half battle. Each 
of these women played with everything they had 
to the very end. The match ended 6-2,3-6, 6-4 in 
Marshall's favor. Maria Prietto sealed her role as 
favorite with a 6-4, 6-3 victory over Sara Costi-
gan. 
It was a wrap for Women's B league. The final 
match featured Lisa Lewallen and Jane Hunter. 
Hunter caught Lewallen in the back court on many 
plays, but Lewallen out-powered Hunter consis­
tently to earn a 6-3, 6-3 championship victory. 
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B-league teams pull hockey surprise April 13, 1989-VISTA-19 
As a genera] rule, the first round of the mens 
hockey playoffs is quite uneventful. When B 
league teams are matched against more experi­
enced A league squads, the results are usually 
predictable. However, form did not hold true this 
year. Of five first round contests played, three 
went to the B-league underdogs. 
The top B team looked most impressive. The 
Raffy Rats had absolutely no trouble dismantling 
the Bar Flyers. John Baltzersen scored twice in 
the 5-1 rout. If Liquor and Pucker is not careful 
next week, Bill Baxter's team could advance to the 
semifinals. The Phi Kap Puck-L'ps knocked 
Iceman Commeth from the playoffs. Scon Bra­
dley and Curtis B loch scored the only goals needed 
as Mark McGuiness turned in a 2-0 shutout. The 
surprise victory of the week goes to Guys With 
Great Sticks who knocked off the #4 rankedGars 
on Ice 2-1. The Gars simply did not have it as they 
spent more time battling themselves then they did 
their opponents. Todd Fatone and Mike Geiger 
were more than happy to take advantage and lead 
Rick Anderson's team into the quarterfinals. 
The Phi Slaps nearly became the fourth B league 
winner of the week but came up just short in a 2-
Beach Volleyball 
Back to Saturday 
This is the last date change: We promise! The 
Beach Volleyball tournament has been moved 
back to its originally planned day of Saturday 
Aprill 22. The availability or lack of availabil­
ity of Ocean Beach was the cause of all this con­
fusion, but now everything appears set for aday 
of fun in the sun. 
Check- in play for the mens division is at 
9:00am and will be followed by womcns play 
at 10:30am and mixed doubles at 1:00pm. Re­
member to sign-up your team before 
Wednesday's deadline and join in on the fun of 
2x2 Beach Volleyball. 
1 loss to Cocky. A couple of "non-Phi Beta 
Kappa" penalties cost Adam Foxx's team their 
best chance at a victory. Chris Bemhoft and Doug 
Jacot scored for the victors. In the final game, the 
Staff Slashers ouplayed the Matanuska Thun-
derpucks but came out on the short end of the 2-
0 score. This is nothing new for the Thun-
derpucks who have turned winning ugly into an 
art form. Still, an undefeated team does deserve 
some respect. 
Someone jokingly suggested that the womens 
league should play with the indoor soccer nets for 
goals. Perhaps after the last two week's results, 
this suggestion should be taken more seriously. In 
the final week of the regular season, no goals were 
scored. In last week's semifinal between Every 
Coach's Wet Dream and Slap Happy, it wasn't 
until 3:25 into the second overtime that Dianne 
Fatovic scored to give the Wet Dream a 1-0 
victory. Actually, this game was short in compari­
son with last year's 7 overtime thriller. The 
difference in the game Saturday was the goal tend­
ing of Heather Hockett. Although Slap Happy 
did control most of the play, Hockett came up big 
with 12 saves to keep the garrie alive. 
Square Pan Im Players of the Week 
This week's Square Pan IM Players of the 
week are two who dominated their sport and 
took charge when it became necessary. 
Bo Rothwell scored an important goal in 
the last season game which clinched the top 
seed in the upcoming soccer playoffs for his 
Toe Cheese squad. Later, he showed his 
skills arc not limited to the outdoor game as 
he scored five goals in the first day of indoor. 
Heather Hockett was the key to Every 
Coach's Wet Dream's 1-0 semifinal victory 
over Slap Happy. Despite being outplayed, 
Wet Dream advanced to the women's hockey 
finals because Hockett stopped 12shots,many 
from point blank range. 
Indoor soccer kicks off season 
The newest IM sport kicked off its inau­
gural season this weekend. The asphalt, 
among other things, was not smooth. Things 
will get belter gals and guys, we promise. 
Kiss My As-phalt catapaulted to the #1 
ranking with a 17-0 drubbing of Snatch. 
They dominated from the start, scoring 17 
seconds into the match. This is a young 
team with tons of potential and the chemis­
try of champions. Bo Rothwell led the way 
with 5 goals. Pat Giblin, Brent Wilson, and 
Eric England had hat tricks of their own. If 
Kiss My As-phalt continues to play like 
this, they will definitely run away with the 
title. 
In the most controversial game we may 
see for a while, AIA defeated Sigma Pi 8-
6. AIA has the players to dominate, but 
could not work as a team which is very 
important in this game. Marc Thiebach and 
Dean Pisciotta led in scoring for AIA while 
Moe Tassoudji and Paul Tobin tallied all 
the goals for Sigma Pi. However, this 
game tested the rules quite often, and it 
was not pretty. Maybe these teams can 
play again in the playoffs when the hitches 
in this league have been fixed, and we can 
have a non-controversial game. 
In what must have been the funniest 
game of the year, We Shoot In the Box 
defeated The Nasty 4-1. The Nasty is a 
gathering of players from the USD foot­
ball team. Think these guys had a hard 
time not picking up the ball? We Shoot In 
the Box gave away about 50 lbs. per 
person, but had enough talent to beat The 
Nasty. Scott Bradley and Jim Morrison 
led the way for the victors. Bryan Day had 
the lone goal for The Nasty. 
In the womens league, the only two teams, 
Maddogs and the Kicker Trippers played 
to a 2-2 tie. 
Tara Allgood and Marcy Ayers scored 
for the Maddogs, while Stephanie Oberly 
and Martha McDermott scored for the 
Kicker Trippers. 
Co-rec superbowl time 
It was a long day of Co-Rec Football as 6 
games were played to decide the playoff 
seeding for next week. Wrecking Crew will 
be # 1 after a 62-6 win over the Progressives. 
Bill Jones only had 7 TD passes and Kelvin 
Means ran, caught and threw for TD's along 
with an interception to be the MVP for the 
game. The #2 seeded FL AFT had 3 FF wins 
on the season en route to a convincing 5-0 
record. In their 18-6 victory, Janine Lawler, 
Charlie Goldberg and Jim Spina all caught 
TD passes from Dan Geiger to beat #4 seeded 
Go Deep handily. #3 seeded Men Who 
Sport Post blanked the Fly Swatters 29-0. 
Brian Letofsky threw 4 TD passes and sacked 
the QB for a safety. Pat Connally had 3 TD 
catches and Scott Laws had one along with a 
pair of 1 point conversions. Sigma Pi, #6 
seeded, brought down the flimsy Iron Cur­
tain 24-12. Jeff Barker had 2 catches for 
TD's. Kady Bodenheimcr had one TD recep­
tion. For the Iron Curtain it was Rick 
Matheson to Bob Mehrid for their 12 points. 
Somehow Sigma Chi went undefeated but 
are seeded #5. Well, they were 2-0-3. Sigma 
Chi played Go Down and Score to a 0 to 0 
tie this week. That put #7 seed Go Down and 
Score (2-2-1) into the playoffs. The last spot 
goes to the Fly Swatters. 
The Latest Line: 
Team Odds Comment 
Wrecking Crew 2-5 S-T-A-C-K-E-D 
F.L.A.F.T. 5-1 It has to get tougher 
Men Who Sport Post 3-1 What about 
the women? 
Go Deep 6-1 May be tired ball club 
Sigma Chi 6-1 Likely to play overtime 
Sigma Pi 8-1 Don't underestimate 
Go Down 12-1 Barely qualified 
Fly Swatters 15-1 Toughest opening game 
Subway Game of the Week 
Last Week's Subway IM Game of the Week 
turned into a shocker on the soccer field as 
Shoot To Thrill dismantled Buck Naked 84). 
Rarely has a #1 ranked team been so easily 
handled. 
This Saturday the battle for the sandwich moves 
to the canyon field and the first round of football 
playoffs. There axe many intriguing match-ups 
but none should be as competitive as the 11:00 
game. Sigma Pi is 3 -2 m the standings but except 
for a few extenuating circumstances could be 5-
0. Men Who Sport Post is 4-1 and fresh from a 
very convincing victory over the Fly Swatters. 
The winner of this game should be playing for 
the championship in two weeks. 
USD CYCLING SHOPS USD CYCLING SHOPS USD CYCLING SHOPS USD CYCLING SHOP S 
SUMMER SHAPE UP SPECIAL 
Come see our bicycle mechanics in front of the UC 
(Wed.) April 19 
11:00-l :30PM 
for a FREE BICYCLE INSPECTION!!! 
Includes: -Bike evaluation and inspection 
-Bicycling related advise 
-Minor repairs done while you wait 
USD OUTDOOR ADVENTURES 
TUNE UP SPECIAL 
$19.95 
WITH THIS AD. (EXPIRES APRIL 30. 1989) 
For more information, stop by 
USD S CYCLING SHOP (U.C.136) UNIVERSITY CENTER LOWER LEVEL OPEN M-F 9AM-5PM 
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IM Distinctions April 3 - April 9 
Mens Softball - A League 
Game of the Week: Bringm tbe Wood vs 8 Around the Mound 
Team of the Week: Bligitimate Children 
Player of the Week: Anthony Eros (Illigltonale Children) 
Co-Rec Softball 
Game of the Week: Beef and Buns vs Liquor Hogans 
Team of the Week: Liguor Hogans 
Mate Player of the Week: Marc Tine bach (Rec-ing Crew) 
Female Player of the Week: Conni Campbell (Better Buy the 
Case) 
Co-Rec Soccer 
Game of the Week: YUS vs Toe Cheese 
Team of the Week: Shoot to Thrill 
Male Player of the Week: Todd TiUmans (Shoot to Thrill) 
Female Player of the Week: Marcy Ayers (Shoot to Thrill) 
Co-Rec Football 
Game of the Week: Sigma Chi vs Go Down and Score 
Team of the Week: Men Who Sport Post 
Male Player of the Week: Brian Letofski (Mai Who Sport Post) 
Female Player of the Week: Jenine Lawlor (FLAFT) 
Mens Floor Hockey 
Game of the Week: Matanuska Thunderpucks vs Staff Slashers 
Team of the Week: Guys With Great Sticks 
Player of the Week: Jim Baltzersen (Raffy Rats) 
Womens Floor Hockey 
Game of the Week: Every Coach's Wet Dream vs Slap Happy 
Team of the Week: Every Coach's Wet Dream 
Player of the Week: Heather Hockctt (Every Coach's Wet Dream) 
Co-Rec Water Polo 
Game of the Week: Floating Prophylactics vs Sigma Steam 
Team of tbe Week: JW and the All Stars 
Male Player of the Week: Jerry Morris (Floating Prophylactics) 
Female Player of the Week: Laura Abera (Ulrraribbed Rubber 
Tubes) 
Mens Tennis - A League 
Match of the Week: Marc Diver vs John Abbott 
Player of tbe Week: Don Morris 
Mens Tennis - B League 
Match of the Week: Eric Arinduque vs Tom Harrington 
Player of the Week: Paul Ariano 
WomensTennis • A League 
Match of the Week: Dayna Marshall vs Kym Prekunka 
Player of the Week: Maria Prietlo 
WomensTennis - B League 
Match of the Week: Lisa Lewallen v$ Jane Hunter 
Player of the Week: Lisa Lewallen 
5x5 Basketball - A League 
Game of the Week: RambowCoalitionHomeboysvs.Sigma High 
Team of the Week: Shoot in Your Face 
Player of the Week: Darryl Jackson (Shoot in Your Face) 
5x5 Basketball - B League 
Game of the Week: Pi Hackers vs Run N Gun 
Team of the Week: Penetrate and Shoot 
Player of the Week: Leo Ronces (3MTA3) 
5x5 Basketball - F/S League 
Game of the Week: Staff Slaramers vs Sports Center 
Team of the Week: Staff Slammers 
Player of the Week: Will Polimadei (StafF Slammers) 
Mens Votleybatl - A Ixague 
Game of the Week: Swallow or Wear It vs Four Play 
Team of the Week: Swallow or Wear It 
Player of the Week: Matt Sampson (Swallow or Wear It) 
Mens Volleyball - B League 
Game of the Week: John Tower Social Club vs Dig This 
Team of the Week: John Tower Social Club 
Player of the Week: Jim George (John Tower Social Club) 
Co-Rec Volleyball - A League 
Game of the Week: Dive and Dig vs Kamikaze Spikers 
Team of the Week: Dive and Dig 
Male Player of the Week: Matt Sampson (Dive and Dig) 
Female Player of the Week: Camillc Barbaro (Dive and Dig) 
Co-Rec Volleyball - B League 
Game of the Week: Going to Disneyland vs Four Aces 
Team of the Week: Going to Disneyland 
Male Player of the Week: Steve Dent (Spike These Balls) 
Female Player of the Week: Jenine Lawlor (Spike These Balls) 
Mens Indoor Soccer 
Game of the Week: Sigma Pi vs AIA 
Team of the Week: Kiss My As-Phalt 
C E N T R A L  I N T E L L I G E N C E  A G E N C Y  Volleyball playoffs take shape 
Volleyball matches were few and far be­
tween this week as many teams found the 
thought of playoff action just too tough. Co-
Rec play pitted A league teams Dive and Dig 
against the Kamakaze Spikers. Dive and 
Dig cruised to an easy 16-14, 15-6 win be­
hind the dominant force of Matt Sampson 
and the serving of Camille Barbaro. 
In the B league Spike These Balls had a 
little tougher time with ISO Scavengers but 
still only needed two games to grab a 15-12, 
15-9 decision. Steve Dent led the way for 
Spike These Balls with 3 kills and an ace. 
Going to Disneyland beat a schizophrenic 
Four Aces squad 17-15, 15-1. It's hard too 
imagine how a team can look so tough one 
game and so inept the next. 
The majority of action this week took place 
in men's B league as Dig This busted the 
Trojan Busters 15-5, 15-10. Mark Yarter 
and Marc Thompson had a combined 10 kills 
for Dig This. 
In their second match of the night, Dig This 
dropped an exciting and close match to the 
John Tower Social Club 15-13, 17-15, 15-
7 despite a tremendous effort by Yarter with 
10 kills and four aces. It was Jim George of 
John Tower Social who emerged as the 
dominant force in this match with an impres­
sive 13 kills and two aces. Combined, the 
victors killed 34 shots. In the other B league 
match ISO Pyjama Vice put it all together to 
put away Spike Us Happy 15-8, 15-9. 
In mens A league, Swallow or Wear It beat 
Floor Play 15-11, 8-15, 16-14, in an out­
standing display of volleyball talent by both 
teams. 




9-5 Inherited top spot 
Swallow or Wear It 2-1 May add to 
wardrobe 
Four Play 7-2 Have shown endurance 
Choke on This 4-1 Most likely will 
John Tower Socia 
rejected 
Dig This 15-1 
Co-Rec A 
Dive and Dig 8-5 
Short but Sweet 9-5 C 
Night Putting 2-1 
Six Pack Rats 
n 
5-1 
Facial Desgracial 8-1 
Kamikazee Spikers 15-1 
Sigma Chi 30-1 
Balls Out 99-1 
6-1 Nomination 
Out of their league 
Undefeated 
defending champs 
ould get sweeter 
League's 




an upset or two 
Not capable 
Least 
ikely to show up 
Proof that 
too many teams 
make the playoffs 
Co-Rec B 
Free Balls Revenge 6-5 





Going to Disneyland 8-1 
Four Aces 
Valley Bunch 
Dig In It 




count them out 
NROTC's 
best chance 
Say hi to 
Mickey 
15-1 Everyone 
else is a royal flush 
25-1 Chances 
are "grodie to the max" 
25-1 Jaime on a 
7'4" net 
Announcements 
Entries for Scramble Golf and Over The 
Line Tournaments are due Wednesday 
April 26 - Start forming your teams now! 
Get in on the Secret... 
Find Your Career with CIA 
It's really no secret that the Central Intelli­
gence Agency (CIA) offers a greater 
diversity of careers than almost any other 
single organization But a lot of people aren't 
aware of the full range of opportunities that 
exist for CIA careers The fact is, CIA offers 
exciting and challenging careers to men and 
women from almost every academic and 
professional background you can think of 
• Our scientists, engineers, and technicians 
in every branch of science are working 
hands-on with technologies beyond the 
commercial state of the art 
• Individuals who majored in humanities, 
liberal arts, business administration, lan­
guages. and fine arts are pursuing varied, 
dynamic, and active careers with CIA 
• Computer scientists, data base specialists, 
librarians, editors and communications 
engineers keep a pipeline of international 
information flowing and devise the means 
ot storing it in some of the most secure 
systems ever created 
• Human resources specialists, logistics 
engineers, psychologists, accountants, 
lawyers, doctors, teachers, and many 
other CIA professionals support the all 
important administration of our world-wide 
organization 
• Other resourceful men and women — from 
all kinds of backgrounds — have chosen to 
take on the special challenges and 
rewards of serving as operational case 
officers around the world engaged in the 
collection of intelligence. 
Exciting Careers For 
Exceptional Individuals 
All these unique individuals working 
together make up the CIA. Together we 
serve our special mission of keeping the 
nation's top policymakers supplied with the 
intelligence needed for national security. 
There is no organization quite like the CIA. 
But the men and women who comprise this 
singular organization are as diverse as the 
country we help to safeguard. We come from 
all races, creeds, and family backgrounds. 
What we all have in common is a special drive 
and determination that has led us to a career 
where we can do something positive In the 
world. Many of the jobs we do also exist outside 
the CIA...but they're not the same anywhere 
else. The nature of the organization and Its 
mission adds something special to whatever 
career path you choose. 
Now Can You Picture 
Yourself In The CIA? 
Have you got what it takes? All applicants 
must be US citizens with a highly developed 
sense of honesty and personal Integrity. 
Because of the Important nature of CIA careers, 
our application process requires medical and 
psychiatric exams, a thorough background 
investigation and a polygraph Interview. All this 
takes time, so apply early. 
Find out how your chosen career field could be 
enhanced by the special challenges and rewards 
of a CIA career 
ATTEND OUR PRESENTATION: 
Thursday. 10 November 
7:00 pm 
MISSION BAY HILTON 
1775 E. Mission Bay Dr. 
San Diego 
Undergraduates are encouraged to attend for 
career guidance. Student attire Is appropriate. 
Personnel Representative 
P. O Box 3127 
So El Monte, CA 91733 
The CIA is an Equal Opportunity Employer and 
encourages applications from US citizens of all 
races and ethnic backgrounds. 
